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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The history ofphysics teaches us that profound revolutions arise from a gradual
perception that certa-in observations can be accommodated only by radical-depar-
tures from current thinking. This Workshop addressed itself to the intriguing ques-
tion 9f the possible existence of a nuclear world quite different from the one we have
learned to accept as familiar and stable.

T.D. Lee ând Giân-Carlo Wict< biou$ht up the question by pointing out that,
with reasonable assumptions on the form of the mediating -.rori" interactions be-
tween nucleons, one is led to the prediction of a superdense phase of nuclear sub-
stance that either is stable or has an appreciable isomeric lifetime.

They were led to this question by a desire to "do something" about the aopar-
ent violations of discrete symmetries which have been buffeting particle physics ãver
the past 15 or so years. An enlarged system - a complex vacuum - coulã restore the
missing symmetry, and it was as a means of exciting the new variables that collisions
between large amounts of nuclear matter were suggested.

The interest had already been well advanced in collisions between heavy nu-
clei as a means of studying the modes of motion of large masses of nuclear matter.
Astrophysicists were concerned with the properties of neutron stars. The possibility
that superdense matter might be produced in very energetic heavy-ion collisions
provided a new interêst.

We recognized in these problems an ideal opportunity to break conventional
divisions and collect together particle and nuclear theorists, astrophysicists, chemists,
nuclear and particle experimentalists, accelerator experts, and generally wise *"r.

The conference lasted two days. Its success is only partially conveyed in this re-
port. Personal interactions were strong. It is, of course, our hope that future experi-
mental and theoretical advances wilt be traceable to the subtle stimulation prorrid.d
at Bear Mountain in November 1974.

The discussions on the possibitity of achieving the abnormal phase in nuclear
matter may perhaps be summarized by noting that the parameters describing this
phase are very far from the ones operating in ordinary nuclei. It is therefor. rroi.ury
to extrapolate from the present state of nuclear knowledge; instead it is useful to ask
whether there are arry signs or tokens hinting at the final answer in the regions
nearer to normal nuclear matter.

The possibility of pion condensates in near-normal nuclear matter as well as in
the regions of high density reached in the astrophysical domain has been the subject
of speculative theoretical calculation. The critical review by Gerry Brown, bringing
to bear the methods and ideas of nuclear many-body theory, indicates that such
pion condensates cannot occur at densities near normal. Neutron star densities may
well reach values some l0 times normal. As pointed up in the talks of Mal Ruder-
man and of Ray Sawyer, the equations of state and some more detailed properties
may well be sensitive to pion condensates, and this is an area being given active
thought. There is, however, no definitive conclusion at this time.

Relativistic heavy ions may well provide the means in the laboratory to study
high density nuclear phenomena. Such work is now beginning, based on the 
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bilities of the Bevalac as well as on the means provided by a Higher Authority in
cosmic rays. These explorations, described and analyzed in the papers of Harry
Heckman and of Herman Feshbact¡ show characteristic phenomena that do not
appear, howevef, to be outside the bounds of present nuclear knowledge. Relativistic
heavy-ion interactions will clearly form a field of study interesting in its own right as

well as a particular tool for achieving abnormal conditions of nuclear matter. Walter
Greiner digcusses this latter aspect, and, on the basiq of nuclear hydrodynamics, pre-
dicts shock-wave phenomena and the achievement of high densities.

Is it possible that superdense nuclei have been created somewhere in the proc-
ess of evolution of the universe and survived to the present? John Schiffer describes

a clever but negative experiment designed to show a characteristic signal of the nat-
,'-ol ^-ooo-^o i- tro^, o-oll ^rro-+ifioo ^f crrnh ¡raqfrrrpc Rttfntd Pri¡-c qnrl T.qrrrtqr 4¡ lJ¡ vùvr¡w r¡¡ v v¡ / ù¡¡ø¡

Price each describe early steps in accelerator-based investþtions.
An ambitious program of calculation that would span both normal nuclear cal-

culations and the very different superdense region is outlined by Arthur Kerman. A
key ingredient in all thoughts on the existence of a superdense phase is the qualita-
tive and quantiøtive form of the mesonic interaction with the nucleon. Can we read

these out of the already familiar? Informal discussion throughout the Workshop
meeting was concerned with different forms of this question. The answer that seemed

to emerge from the meeting was "no," that the superdense region isjust too far away,
and only a direct assault promises a definitive answer. The most promising avenue
appears to be via the collisions between energetic heavy ions and heavy targets.

Can the accelerator builders produce the means? Herman Grunder, Guisseppe

Cocconi, Arie van Steenbergen, and Milt White all gave very positive indications.
Finally, absorbing glimpses of the applications of abnormal matter were given

in a round table discussion.
LBoN LnopRvr¡u
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T.D. Lre
Calumbía UniaOriitjt, Nezo Toilc, Neut Tork I00Zz

I. INTRODUCTION

In this talk, I would like to discuss t_îT: ol-y recent theoretical speculations,made in collaboration with Gian-Carlo Wick. orrår the past year,we have tried toinvestigate the structure of the vacuum. It is througà this investigation that the pos-sibilities of vacúum eicitation states and abnorm"al nuclear stãtes have been sug-gested. Before coming to the main tnni¡ ,-,r¡hcrho- ^r F^+ +L ^.^- -- r . r

ó r u,, 
" 
* rorm o r 

"' 
u t't 

", 
ffi ;il;;i ;; ää î,ilä ìiî:.ïÍtää J :: ii::?i:iirelated to the vacuum.

In physics, one defines the vacuum as the lowest energy state of the system. Bydefinition, it has zero 4-momentum. rn most quantum fiãld-theoretic treatments,quite often the vacuum state is used only to 
"nubl" us to perform the mathematical

construct of a Hilbert space. From the 
_vacuum state, we build the one-particle state,then the two-particle state, . . . ; hopefully, the resúlting Hitberr spaåe will even-tually resemble our universe. From this approach, different vacuum state meansdifferent Hilbert space, and therefore differãnt universe.

Neverthéless, one may ask: What is this vacuum state? Does it have compli-cated structure? rf so, can a part of this structure be changed? Ever since the formu-lation of relativi ty , after the downfatl of the classical aethãr concept, one learns thatthe vacuum is Lorentz invariant. At least, one knows that just r^rrrrúrrg around andchanging the reference system won't alter the vacuum. Ffowever, Lorentz invariance
alone does not insure that the vacuum is necessarily simple. For example, the vac-uum can be as complicated as the product or sum oiurry'."du. n.iJo, other scalarobject at the zero  -momentum limit:

vacuum-Þ, or (úrÐ* at kr-¡ .

A Possible New Form of Matter at High Density*

+0.

(1)
From Dirac's hole theory' one knows that the vacuum, though Lorentz-invariant,
can be rather complicated. That this co¡nplicated structure ðf tt" vacuum may inpatlþ-t changeable is suggested by the largl variety of broken symmetries, found es-pecially over the past two decades.

If we conside-r symmetry quantum numbers such as the isospin I, the strange-
ness S, the parity p,. . ., we find

I
,s

P
C
c!

d
-ãt (2)

matter

*This research was supported in part by the u.s. Atomic Energ-y commission.



A POSSIBLE NEW FORM OF MATTBR AT HIGH DENSITY

Since we are interested in the long wavelength limit of the field, the scalar field f(x
is used only as a phenomenological description. It can be any kind of 0 * resonancr

between particles. The details of its microscopic structure do not concern us, nor i
the renorrn-alizability an important factor,-All we are interested in is that its zero 4
momentum limit exists; once such a limit exists, then the expectation value (Þ) be
comes automatically and inextricably connected to the description of the vacuun
and the question of vacuum excitations.

fn (O), *e iéq"ire the constant c)0 so that U has a lower bound, an<

o 2I b2 / c>O so that the absolute minimum of U is at Q = 0, in accordance with ou
convention (5).Since we are interested only in a slowly varying field over a largr

volume, we may neglect both the surfâce êñergy and the enetgy due to (òþ/òxr)z
Therefore, the classical description of ó(r) should be a reasonably good aoproxima
tion. The energy density of the field is then simply U(þ).

A. Constant Source

Let us now introduce an external source J @). As a first example, we conside
the simplest case that J is a constant inside alarge volume O, but zero outside. Th,
energy of the system becomes

LU(þ)+ "¡Þlo
The graphs in Figure 2 illustrate how in the lowest energy state, inside Q

ó- (0(r))

can be changed under the influence of a constant ,I.
In case (ii), as ./ increases, there is a critical value at which þ makes a sudde¡

j,r-p. Once a domain of an abnormal value of $ is created, if ,I is subsequently re
0

moved, in case (i), þ will return to 0; but in case (ii), depending on the magnitude o

the abnormal value produced, even if ,I is removed Þ may not return immediatel'
to 0.

J)o
I

I
I

\--z

Figure 2.
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õ/'
I

(i)

u+Jou+Jo

(ii)
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B. Matter Source

Let us consider the more realistic case that the source is not a constant, but con-
sists of, say, some physical fermions, represented by a Dirac field r/. (Of course, if one
wishes, one can also use bosons instead of fêfmioñs.) For our láter discùssions òn ab-
normal nuclear states, r/z is the nucleon fietd; for other purposes such as the "bag
model," ,þ.utt be the quark field. The Lagrangian density becomes

t=.( ø = ú+y ¿lt r(ò lò x ) * (m + g.Ðlrþ (11)

whereÇ is given by (B), lle is the mass of the free fermion, andg is the coupling con-
stant, An impgrtant featLre is 1þat if S is a constant t'O over a lalge _voluÀe O, then
inside Q the effective mass of the fermion becomes

mer.-m*gþ (12)

Thus, by measuring m"¡¡, one can detect whether there is any change in E. In the
above Lagrang¡an, so far as the fermion field is concerned, there is an equivalence
between

m --> ml6m and ó -+ ó- (6*/S)

Up to a point, this transformation resembles both the gauge invariance in electro-
dynamics

t --rrturp , ArèA*-:#,

( 13)

(14)

(15)

and the equivalence between gravitation and acceleration in general relativity.
Ffowever, in both electromagnetism and gravitation, because of the zero mass of
photon and graviton we have exact symmetries. Flere, because there is no spin 0
particle of zero mass, transformation (13) is not an exact symmetry in the physical
world. (It would, of course, be disastrous if it were, since the inertia mass would then
become a non-observable.) As we shall see, this transformation can be used to pro-
duce changes in m and þ. Thereby, it may lead to a new form of matter at high
density.

III. ABNORMAL NUCLEAR STATES

Let the volume O be filled with nucleons of density n,

r-{r_L I H,r,¡ otr.
As we shall see, if the nucleon density n is sdfficiently high, the system may exist in
an "abnormal nuclear state," in which the effective nucleon mass becomes zeto) or
nearly zero (instead of the free nucleon mass m¡). The simplest way to see why such
an abnormal state may develop is to examine the quasi-classical solution.

Let us assume that the nucleons form a Fermi gas of a uniform density and ó is
a classical field. In such a quasi-classical treatment, the lowest energy state is one in
which þ is a constant and the Fermi gas is completely degenerate. The correspond-
ing energy density {(z) is given by
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(16)

(18)

(1e)

i.e., the state becomes abnormal. On the other hand, in the low-density limit, be-
cause of (5), one must have

-*N/g --N/g

Ë(n):u(O)+ ,L, [' (k2 **"n2)L/2 kzdk

where m"¡1 is the effective mass of the nucleon, related to my:940 MeV by

ms¡¡=mylgþ , (17)

ar,L! kr is the Fermi momentum given by

ky-(3n2n/2¡ttz .

For simplicity, we assume the nuclear matter to be composed of half protons and half
neutrons. We shall also assume O to be sufficiently large that the surface energy can
be neglected.

Throughout our discussion, we define the normal nuclear state to be one in which
T:n¿¡¡ : my and the abnormal nuclear state to be one in which ms¡¡ :- 0. As n increases, the
Fermi-sea contribution to the energy becomes"increasingly more important. Thus,
independent of the detailed form of U(ç), in the high-density limit one finds

Lim þ - - (mN/g) and Lim m"¡¡-0 ;

nc

(ii)

u(0) u(0)

(i)

Figure 3.
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Lim þ - 0 and Lim mu¡¡- my ;
n+O fr+O

7

(20)

i.e., the state is normal. As illustrated in Figure 3, depending on the parameters in
the theory, the transition from the low-density "normal" solution (m.r-my) to the
high-density "abnormal" solution (m.n:O) may or may not be a continuous one.
The mechanism of the transition is similar to that in the case of a constant ..¡I dis-
cussed before. There is however one important difference: because the nucleon en-
ergy depends only on (rn¡f gþ)2, its minimum occurs ât O- -mw/g.Elence,Lim þ- -mN/g as n-+oo, while in the case of a constant.,¡[ one has Lim O- - oo as
J-æ.

IV. a-FvfOÐEL

Aparticularly interesting example of a discontinuous transition is the well-known
o-model. For a fairly wide range of the parameters, the critical density n" for the
transition is found to be approximately given by

flc: na(ffi)'(*)-^ (21)

where

and mo is the o-meson mass.
n, {2ns.

no-r:fn(1,.2ftn)3,

In Figure 4, we map out the region in g2 /4n and mo for

At present, there are no reliable data on either mo org2. If we identify o to be
the broad 2z resonance, then

I

Figure 4.

g2

4n
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mo-700 MeV.

I

(22)
Extensive calculations have been made in the literature to fit the central attractive
part of the nuclear forces from such a 2n exc\range, Depending on the assumption of
repulsivè foiòei (due io vèctor méson exchanges¡, aiærãnt autñors obtained different
coupling constants for the 0a channel:

g2/4n varies from 2.5 to 15. (23)

Even with such a wide range of estimated values, it seems possible that the physical
reaiity may be located at the left of the curve ftc:2fto. Thus, by doubling the present
nucleon density one may produce the abnormal nuclear.state.

So far all our discussions are carried out only in the so-called tree approxima-
+i^- al*^ *^-- -,-^-l^-^ r - , ,r r . ! r tEion- '\-/'ne may woncier about the higher-orcier ioop ciiagrams. This probiem has
been systematically investigated recently. All the one-loop and two-loàp diagrams
have been explicitly calculated; in addition, some of the three- and more-than-ihree-
loop diagrams have also been evaluated by one of my students, Mr. M. Margulies.
Figure 5 gives the result of all one-loop diagrams ror m"2 -1.4 m¡p and, gz/ln -5.For the o-model

(t(o)_Wl'-(å)']' (24)

where oo-m¡¡/{, and õ-o0 in the vacuum state.
AÉo"" is the sum of all one-loop diagrams (Figure 5); and AÉ'..,r" includes also

the diagram shown in Figure 6. At àr<{oor,AÉ"* u."omes complex; one must use
A{'.r*" instead (see Figure 7). Because the meson-loop diagram, u.rà the nucleon-loop
diagrams are always of opposite sign,large cancellations may occur, especially *h.r,
mo2:1.4 mtf . T\ts explains why even for g2/4n-5, a€r"" and a{'rrr" (calculated for
n-6ns) are both rather small.

V. PRODUCTION AND DETECTION

In order to produce the abnormal nuclear state, we must consider reactions in
which (i) a large number of nucleons are involved, so that the surface energy can be
neglected, and (ii) the nucleon density can be increased by a significant flcto, -2.One is, therefore, led to considerations of high energ'y collisions between heavy ions,
say

U+U --> Ab+ . . .

where.4å denotes the abnormal nuclear state. If Ab isproduced, what are its charac-
teristics? How can it be detected?

Because of the high density involved, the equation of state of the abnormal state
depends sensitively on the short-range repulsive force. For definiteness, we may as-
sume it to be a simple hard-sphere repulsion. Let d be the diameter of the hard
spheres. In Figure B, we plot the (volume) binding energ-y per nucleon,

b.e. : mtr-(t/n), versus d:hard:sphere diameter.
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m"= 700 MeV

92/4n:5

92/4n=10

dinfrn

Figure B.

Asanexample,wemayassume tno:700MeV, g2/4n = 5,and d -2/m,=r0.5
fm where m":û)o meson mass. In this case, per nucleon the kinetic energ"y is -490
MeV and the o-field energ"y is -300 MeV; therefore, one has a binding energy

-(940 -490-300)-150 MeV/nucleon for the abnormal state. The nuclear radius
is -(0.9 fm)Attt.If one neglects both the surface energy and the Coulomb energ'y,
the abnormal nuclear state is stable! (For a pure neutron system, the kinetic energy is
much higher because of the exclusion principle; in addition, because of po-exchange,
one expects the repulsive force between neutrons to be greater than that between
neutron and proton. Consequently, most likely, the abnormal state of a pure neutron
system is unstable.)

A clear signal of reactio n Q\ is the detection of a stable (or metastable) nu-
cleus of very large baryon number A, say, -400. For a charge 2-200, the Coulomb
energy is not important; therefore, we expect Z- +A. Once an abnormal state is
produced, through successive neutron absorption one may hope to increase its.4 and
Z gradually. When Z increases, Coulomb energy becomes important; furthermore,
the abnormal state can create e*e- pairs. The ¿+ will be sent to infinity, but a fair
fraction of the ¿- will be kept within the abnormal nucleus. As Z increases, the num-
ber of ¿- also increases. The interplay between the added Fermi energy of e- and
the Coulomb energy may eventually bring the abnormal state to the point of insta-
bility when r4 reaches =I04.

ç4
oo

o

Þc
à

ó2¡
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There remains the problem of the production mechanism of the abnormal state.
Only a brief discussion witl be given, since we are not able to evaluate the various
complexities involved. Let us consider reaction (24) at - 

r/z to 1 GeV/nucleon in the
center-of-mass s)6tem.

(i) Penctrøtion þroblem: Although the mean free path of a nucleon inside the
nuclear matter is relatively short, because of the high enãrgy, in most of the nucleon-
nucleon collisions one expects the two final nucleons to move more or less along their
initial gênêral direction, with about 1 or 2 soft mesons created per nucleorr-r,l"l.o,
collision. Thus, provided the impact parameter is small, these i*o U nuclei should
penetrate each other, and thereby increase the nuclear density from its normal value
noto -zne, In'addition, there is a large number of soft mesons produced which carry
away alarge part of the excess energy.

(ä) Resþnse tìm¿: The collision time of e! is about

fcoll- 10-12 cm/c

where c is the velocity of light (provided that the energ-y is not very high so that
Lorentz contractiol can be neglected). The order of magnitude of thé response time
of the meson field is about

,,."n-(#*r) I '-uX to-r¿ crn/c .

This follows from the simple Klein-Gordon equation for a scalar field þ:

a2- fuþ*møzþ= -sns* " '

where. . . denotes the nonlinear part of the meson-meson force and ns - ({rty4+).
Since

T""sp(î"ou,

as t?s changes, the value of the meson field responds almost adiabatically. When ns
reaches 

-møzm¡¡/g, the meson field becomes þ- -mn/g, which forms the abnormal
state.

(äi) Potentialbømier.' After the two U nuclei penetrate each other, and ö de-
velops the abnormal value, there is still the question: would the nucleons keep on
moving away from each other, so that the whole system becomes separated? We note
that as the meson field assumes the abnormal value þ- - (**/Si, the effective nu-
cleon mass becomes zero. The energy of each nucleon is lpf inside the nucleus, but
(p'+ m¡rz)ttz outside. Thus, there is a potential barrier -B holding the nucleons to-
gether in the abnormal state. So long as lpl is { m¡¡,most of the nùleons will collide
with the barrier and remain inside. Through such collisions, additional mesons will
be emitted, and the nucleons may gradually readjust their wave functions to those
of the abnormal state.

While an accurate calculation of the production probability is difficult, from
the above discussion one sees that, in order to produc 

" 
Ab, th. collision energy of the

heavy ions should not be small; otherwise peneiration becomes difficult. The collision
energ'y should also be not too high; otherwise the collision time rss¡ mâ1, become too
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small because of Lorentz coîtraction, and the barrier ,B becomes - Llpl-t*o',
which may also be too low to hold the nucleons together. The best value may per:
haps be =100 to several hundred MeV/nucleon in the center-of-mass system.

VI. RBMARKS

The question whether we live in a "medium" or in a "vacuum" dates back to
the beginning of physics. From relativity, we know that the "vacuum" must be

Lorentz-invariant. As remarked before, Lorentz invariance by itself does not mean
that the "vacuum" is simple. From Dirac's hole theory, one has learned that the vac-
uum, though Loréntz-invariant, can be rather complicâted. Ilowever, So long as all
of its properties cannot be changed, so long as, e.g.: the value of vacuum polaríza-

tion cannot be modified, then it is purely a question of semantics whether the vac-

uum should be called a medium or not.
What we try to suggest is that if we do indeed live in a medium, then there

should be ways through which we may change the properties of that medium.
It may be worth while to emphasize once again how limited have been our ex-

periences in either nuclear physics or particle physics. So far almost all our nuclear
physics experiments have been restricted to nuclei at a constant density. We have
never really ventured out to study nuclear physics at any densities other than the
normal one, Likewise, in particle physics, we have a similar tradition in specializing
along a fairly narrow direction. Take, for example, high eneigy physics. Hi[hèrto,
we have concentrated only on experiments in which we distribute a higher and
higher amount of energy into a region with smaller and smaller dimensions. In order
to study the question of "vacuum," or the possibility of the abnormal states, we must

turn to a different direction; we should investigate some "bulk" phenomena by dis-

tributing high energy or high nucleon density over a relatively large volume. Thefacl

that sucl¿ directioru haue neuer been exþlored should, by itself, serae as an incentiae for doing suclt

exþeriment* As we have discussed, there are possibilities that abnormal states may be

created, in which the nucleon mass may be very different from its normal value. It is

conceivable that inside the volume of the abnormal state some of the symmetry
properties may become changed, or even that the usual roles of strong and weak in-
teractions may become altered. If indeed the properties of the "vacuum" can be

transformed, we may eventually be led to some even more striking consequence¡

than those that have been discussed in this lecture.



Nuclear Physics Questions Posed by Relativistic Heavy Ions
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It is too early to give definitive statements regarding what insights into nuclear
structure can be obtained from collisions of relativistic heavy ions with nuclei. Our
present problem is to understand tàe reaction mechanis¡rr: involved and the nuclear
parameters upon which the mechanisms depend.

As an example we consider the fragmentation of the relativistic heavy-ion pro-
jectile.by the target. These exper:iments will be discussed by Heckrnan.in the next
paper. The major experimental results are (1) the distribution of the fragments of a
particuiar species in the projectiie rest flame is spherical, (2) the momentum distri-
bution is a Gaussian whose width is a simple function of Ao and A¡,the mass num-
bers for the projectile and the fragment, independent of the target properties, (3) the
cross section shows a weak dependence on A7,rthe target mass number, o-1ro.256,
and (4) the cross section for the production of a particular fragment is o r7 y(r l/ y, with
y- Irytr). The last result is consistent with the data, though it has been emphasized
byVary that it is not a unique interpretation. Results (1) and (3) are interpreted as
indicating that the collision is peripheral, the projectile receiving a nuclear force
pulse on passing the target and then disintegrating downstream. Randomization of
the impulse transmitted to the projectile is suggested by (4), which is equivalenr to
the Bohr independence hypothesis. Result (2) ir explained by a statistical hypothesis
which states that the momentum distribution is proportional to the probability of
forming a fragment by choosing A¡ nucleons at random from the projectile consid-
ered as a Fermi gas, the sum of the momenta þi of the fragments adding to zero. As-
suming the momentum distribution of a given fragment to be Gaussian with a width
given by lP¡2) -Ailþ21, where (þ2) i, the average of the momentum squared of a
nucleon in the projectile, substantial agreement with the data is obtained. However,
there are fluctuations away from the average predicted curve for a particular fr.g-
ment, although independence of the target properties remains.

A dynamical theory of the nuclear pulse exerted by the target on the projectile
is developed. The linear dimension of the target of importance to the pulse is the nu-
clear surface thickness, a, reduced by the Lorentz contraction, an effect that depends
weakly on the target properties. The effective time scale is given by the edge
thickness(- 1Æ, with ¿:surface thickness and,R-target radius) divided by y
(=I/ \/træ74 and the particle velocity ¿,. The 

"orr.rporrding 
energy (ñ/tíme

- ñu/ y/aR is about 400 MeV for 160. The effective frequen"y t.ng. of importance
is determined by the intersection of the spectrum of the pulse and the level density
in the projectile. Making a rough estimate of this effect we find that the cross section
varies as Arr/6, roughly independent of energy.

Coulomb fragmentation was also discussed. The frequency cutofffor the virtual
photon spectrum is y ñu / R, which is -l /2R (fm) GeV for the Berkeley experiment,
so that the energy cutoffis of the order of a few hundred MeV. Coulomb fragmenta-
tion (A¡)2) does not seem to play a significant role in the experimental cross sec-
tions. It would lead to a cross section varying as 22.
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I hope to do justice to the rather presumptuous title of my talk bf ieviewing
some experimental results that have given us some key information on the interac-
tions of relativistic heavy ions. My topics are (1) the nucleus-nucleus interaction in
nuclear track emulsions, (2) target fragmentation studies, (3) particle production in
heavy-ion collisions, and (4) fragmentation of relativistic 12C and 160 nuclel

I. NUCLEAR EMULSION EXPERIMENTSI

Measurements of the mean free paths (MFP) for interactions in emulsion
have led to the following conclusions: (l-) The MFPs are independent (-t l07o) of
\inetic energy in the interval 0.2<E<30 GeV/nucleon. (2) The interaction cross
sections are consistent with the Bradt-Peters (geometrical) relation

o-Trsz(Afts ¡4rttz*þ)

where rs -1.20 to 1.26 fm, å=0.5, Ar: target mass number, and Ap: projectile
mass number.

Emulsion experiments have been carried out at the Bevatron to measure the
projected angular distributions for Z-l and2 secondaries produced by the frag-
mentation of 12C, laN, and 160 nuclei at 2.1 GeV/nucleon. At angles (5 o, the dis-
tributions show a strong forward peaking that coresponds to a transverse momen-
tum width q.p-.-80 iNdeY/c for Z- 1 secondaries and -I40};deY/cfor Z-2 sec-
ondaries. The (projected) angular distribution for Z -l particles exhibits a broad
tail, indicative of the presence of pions and protons with large transverse momenta.

Cosmic-ray studies of the low-energy alpha fragments produced in heavy-ion
collisions (incident ions: Z)3, E> 100 MeV/nucleon) have shown that the alpha
spectra cannot be accounted for by conventional evaporation theory. Increased nu-
clear temperatures, suppressed Coulomb baniers, and recoil-velocity effects of evap-
orating residual nuclei cannot account for the high-energy tail, E>50 MeV. Some
28% of helium nuclei appear to be produced in other than evaporation processes.

By examining the net momentum of the a-particle evaporation products from
target nuclei (where the incident cosmic -ray heavy ions are 3 < Z ( 26 at E >1.7
GeV/nucleon), emulsion measurements have shown that the mean forward velocity
of the residual target nucleus ir (É) -0.022 ((Prr) -21 MeV f c per nucleon, the dis-
tribution of Pn being Gaussian in form, with o-90 }r,4eY /c per nucleon).

Similar measurements have been made with beams of 4.5-GeY /c z- and pro-
tons 9 <E<25 GeV, and it is found that (P) -0.01 to 0.02 in all cases. The recoil
velocities (momenta?) of the evaporating nucleus thus appear to be insensitive, to
within a factor of two, to the energy and mass of the incident projectile.

Í4
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II. FRAGMENTATION OF HBAVY TARGET NUCLEI2

The production of light nuclei (He through O) by bombardment of U and Au
targets with beams of protons (4.9 and 5.5 GèV) and öf 4FIe ànd 12C nucléf e1GeV/nucleon) have been studie d by solid-state particle-identifier and plastic-detector
techruques. A comparison of the energ-y spectra from c-particle and proton-induced
reactions shows that the alpha-induced spectra for the secondary nuclei Ffe, Li, Be,
and B are emitted from systems that exhibit higher nuclear temperatures and lower
effective Coulomb barriers. As an example, the parameters required to fit the spec-
tra of ?Li to evaporation-type spectra are as shown in Table 1.

rrì_Lt - rr aDtc I
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Beam

Proton (4.9 C,eV) aHe(2.1 GeV/nucleon)

Temperature*
Coulomb barrier
Velocity of emitting nucleus¡ (B)

10-15 MeV
18.6 MeV

0.005

12-19 MeV
15.4 MeV
<0.01

*Higher temperature necessary to fit high-energy tail.

Preliminary experiments with Lexan plastic detectors used to measure the dif-
ferential cross sectigns for the production olf.rg-"nts with 5<Z<g in reactions of
2.1-C,eV /nucleon 12C ions with Au target nuctãi show strikingly enhanced produc-
tion of B and C fragments at energies )150 MeV. Above thiJenergy the spectrum
changes from roughly exponential in energy and isotropic in a 6r*urd-*oving
frame to an approximate power-law in energy of the form,lf(^E )oE-". The negativã
exponent increases with Z of the fragment, e.g., - -2.7 for B to -5.0 for O.

In general, the conclusion from experiments on target fragmentation is that it is
not possible to fit the angular and energy distributions of frãgments with E) 150
MeV by using "thermal" models. Also, the kinematics of quasi-elastic processes can-
not fit the data. The emission of energetic fragments from heavy trirget nuclei is a
nonthermal process, strongly dependent upon the mass of the projectil-e.

rlr. PRODUCTTON oF NUCLET/4<B AND NEGATIVE pIoNS
IN HEAVY.ION COLLISIONS3

- Preliminary results from experiments on particle productio n at 2.5 deg (lab)
from collisions of protons, deuterons, alphas, rnd trc nuclei with targets of-Bà, C,
Cu, and Pb have led to the following conclusions:

_ a- The rapidity distributions of the secondary nuclear fragments are peaked at
the rapidity of the incident beam. The rapidity variabre is

t - +ln[(ËaP¡t)/(E-Pti)] .
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b. The momentum spectra of secondary nuclear fragments and their produc-
tion cross sections are independent of energy, 1.05 to 2.1 GeV/nucleon, which i¡
indicative of limiting fragmentation.

c. The relative cross sections of the secondary fragments are independent of the

target nucleus, consistent with the hypothesis of factorization.
d. The cross sections for high-momentum proton production in d- and a.

nucleus collisions and for ø- production in a-nuclerrs collisions have a o G,Ara/3 de.

pendence, which suggests that the production process is a peripheral one.

e. The invariant cross sections for ø'- production by protons (1.05 <E<4.:
GeV) and alphas (E- 1.05 and 2.I GeY /nucleon) on Be targets form "universal'
functions when plotted as a function of the scaling variable Ku* / Ku* (max). Thr
quantity ff¡* is the longitudinal momentum of the outgoing pion in the overal
center-of-mass system.

The cross sections for r- production above To-=415 MeV at 15 deg (lab) b'
0.52-GeY/nucleon 1aN ions appear to be greater than can be accounted for b''

Fermi motion, with use of reasonable forms of projectile momentum distributions

IV. FRAGMENTATION OF 12C ATVD 160 AT RELATIVISTIC ENERGIES4

On-going experiments on the O-deg fragmentation of 12C (E-1.05 and 2.1

GeV/nucleon and 160 (E:2.1GeV/nucleon) nuclei in targets FI, Be, C, Al, Cu
Ag, and Pb are yielding information that pertains to the mechanisms of projectil<
fragmentation, the transverse and longitudinal momentum distributions of fragmen.

tation products in the projectile frame, the production cross sections for all isotopes

and the dependence of the cross sections on beam energ'y and mass of the target nu.

cleus. On the basis of a partral analysis of the experimental data, the characteristi<
features of projectile fragmentation at beam energies 1.05 and 2.1 GeY /nucleon art
as follows:

a. The velocities of the beam fragments are approximately equal to the velocit.
of the incident ion. The momentum/nucleon values of the fragments are -0.1 t(
0.5% Iess than that of the incident projectile, depending on the mass of the fragment

b. The momentum distributions of the secondary fragments are Gaussian ir
the projectile frame.

c. The widths of the Gaussian distributions, opil and o¡r, vary from about 90 t<

lB0 MeV/¿ in the projectile frame.
d. Qualitatively, opil c [F(P -F)/Pl1/2, where P and F are the masses of th,

projectile and the fragment, respectively. Systematic deviations from this relatiol
indicate an (unknown) dependence of op,, on the mass of the fragment F.

e. l(Prr)l=åo.,'.
f. op, and (Px ) are independent of target nucleus and energy in the range 1.01

To 2.1GeV/nucleon.
g. The modes of fragmentation and the cross sections are independent of targe

masss Ay and beam energy for fragments ,,4¡( Ap-2, i.e., when two or more nucle
ons are removed from the projectile.
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h. Assuming the cross sections factor according to opyT -yp\.f rrwhere the tar-
get factor is assumed to be of the form Aynrthe cross sections for the production of
fragments 2<,4¡'<,4 p-2 can be expressed as opr7 =ypVArr/4 where 7pr is the
cross section for the production of fragment-Fbyprojectile P on hydrogen nucÌei. A
satisfactory fit to the data can also be obtained by assuming a geometrical model of
the form oprF:"lprFyrP, where yrP -ro(Art/3 ¡/rt/3 -bt), and 16 - 1.26 fm and
á1 - 1.88.

i. Coulomb dissociation via the giant dipole resonance is observed for
Ae- Ap- 1 fragments, i.e., for single nucleon loss. The magnitude of this cross sec-
tion can be accounted for by the Weizsäcker-Williams theory for the virtual photon
field of the target nudleus.
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The possible existence of pion condensates was proposed by A.B. Migdal,l and
independently by Sawyer and Scalapino.2 Not only did this provide interesting pos-

sibitities for a change in the equation of state for dense matter, but the idea of a con-
densate of pseudoscalar particles, necessarily in a state of finite momentum, which
could, so to say, be created out oithe vacuum, posed many new and interesting con-
ceptual problems. My main claim to expertise in this field is that I have had more
correspondence than anyone else with the participants. I hope to be able to synthe-
size the developments to date and to give a broad view, not without personal prejudices

I. DBVELOPMENT

For those who have not worked on this subject, a brief restatement of the orig-
inal work of Sawyer and Scalapinos relating to neutron matter may be helpful. The
coupling between nucleons and r- mesons can be described as

6H -i'f !! 
2 

[Ã p +k)oez(p)ó,- +h.c.] (1)

where all n- mesons are assumed to be in a runnins wave of momentum -k. Given
pnucleonsperunitvolume (p-2øþ2), let us assume the proportion of neutrons
which have changed into protons and n- mesons to be X, so that

2a"þr2-px

where <o, is the condensate frequency. Introducing quasi-particles, which are mix-
tures of neutrons and protons,

u(p)- 1/r=Tn(p)+t {Xosþ(p+k) ,

one finds, taking the expectation value of ô^É/ in this quasi-particle representation
the interaction energ'y per nucleon to be

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Æint

ñucGõn - - \/px' 2fk

Neglecting nucleon recoil

E
nucleon

L--?x\/r-x .

Y@,

Condensation is possible when the second term on the right-hand side is larger ir
magnitude than the first term. With increasing density this will necessarily occur

*Work supported in part by AEC Contract At(l1-1)-3001.

*o1/Ç
energies, we find the total energ'y per nucleon to be

- X ri¿-z \/õ "f
mq

1B
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because of the t/p in the coefficient of the second term. One obtains a solution at
densities p" a little higher than nuclear-matter density, pc: po- 0.17 fm-3.

various effects have been left out in this first, simple treatment.
A. Effects that tend to lower the densities at which condensation occurs:

1. Inclusion of a small admixture of n+ mesons.
2. Inclusion of the A83(1236) isobar.
3. Higher-order effects of the one-pion-exchange potential in the nucleon-

nucleon interaction.
B. Effects that tend to raise the densities:

1. The short-range repulsion in the nucleon-nucleon force.
2. The role of p-meson êxchange in cutting down pionic effects.
3. The s-wave interaction between n'- mesons and the neutrons.

C. Self-energy interactions of the particle and hole; it is not clear which way
these will go.

fn order to discuss all these effects, it is more convenient to go over to a general
formalism introduced by Baym.a

II. FORMALISM

The first resulta we need, one familiar from the theory of superfluidity, is that
the condensate wave function (ô(.,¿)) must vary in time as exp(-i¡trt); i.e., tùc=11,7r.
This cah be obtained by minimi2ing the free energf: as a function of (rS) and its
conjugate momentum, at constant pion density. Here (O) ir the expectation value
of the pion wave function. For the pseudoscalar Q to have an expectation value, of
course the symmetry of the vacuum must be broken. This will occur for a certain
minimum amount of neutron or nuclear matter, the threshold density necessary for
pion condensation.

The second result we need follows from thermodynamic equilibrium. Since, in
neutron stars,

nèþ +qr-
is an equilibrium process, one has the following equality between chemical potentials:

pÍ:p,n-þe.
Once there is critical density of neutron matter, the equation

(6)

(7)(t o2 -*,2 +V2) (ô(")) :J @) ,

which can be derived directly from Hamilton's equations of motion, will have a solu-
tion. Remember, again, that (f ) is a pseudoscalar, and therefore existence of a solu-
tion demands broken symmetry. In Eq. (7), ,I(r) is the pionic current, which would
be

t9

-/(.)- t/'¡ V- (þosn)*h.c.
mir

(B)

in our simple example, see Eq. (l). Later on we must generalize ,I to include pieces
involving the 433(1236) isobar. Of course, ../ is a pseudoscalar. Expanding Jf(r) to
first order in (þ(r')) and using
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- n(r,r'; 6 *þ'-) (9)

to obtain thc ø'- self-euergy in t-trc me-dium, we see that !hç ø- cQ4{çnsation thresh-
old is the point where

P-t (u-pr)(Þ) :0, (101

i.e., where the pion Green's function Ð, for (ó) :0, develops a pole at a- p.n.

Since
D(r',r; t) - ([þ(/ ,t)þ(r,O)]a)

where the lower suffix indicates time ordering, using Eq. (7),

n^-1n n^-1 
- 

tf f (nt ¡\ f /-/ fì\l . \ r iì^-1uu u uu 
- \ LJ \' )"), J \- t")J+t t uv

where D6 is the Green's function for free propagation fwith n(r,r'1' co)-0]. The Do-t
introduce poles only at the kinematics for non-interacting piors. Consequently, tht
nontrivial poles of the (J,J ) correlation function, which depends only on k and r"

for an infinite system, comes at @:þ¡ to the collective state of pion condensation
In the theory of collective states in many-body systems, we are quite used tc

this sort of formalism. As shown in Figure 1, we can think of an excitation beinE
started offby the absorption of a pion in neutron matter. This excitation then devel.
ops in time, through all virtual particle-hole, isobar-hole, etc., excitations having thr
quantum numbers of the pion. For a sufficiently high neutron density p",ít is pos,
sible that the energy ¿¡ of the state comes down To pn.

The situation of zo condensation in nuclear matter may be easier to visualizr
here. Since

nero ¡þ
and the system is in equilibrium, the chemical potential p,no-p"-þp:O.Thu¡
ôc:0, the static situation. We are then confronted with the very familiar case of a

collective particle-hole excitation coming down to zero energ/, the system then mak-

Fþre 1. Graphical description of particular processes giving rise to the spin-isospin wave cor
responding to a pion condensate. The wavy lines are the full interactions between the relevan
hadrons.

( 1 1)

( 1t\

7t-
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i.g u phase transition so that for higher densities, spin, isospin density waves are
built into the ground state.

S¡rmming the geometrical series* (Figure l) for the (J,J ) correlation function
with only nucleon-particle, nucleon-hole excitations (no isobars), one finds

2t

(J,J) - -?Çt*u&'ut)
l- :r * =II(k'u\- *n2 +k-æ 

vYv'w)

where U(k¡o) is the Lindhard function. With neglect of nucleon recoil, one has

U(k,a)- p/a (14)

so that the condition that the (J,J ) correlation function has a pole at as= ¡tois just
that

, 2-f2k2 p 
^'- m7+F-Gztt,:u'

Bertsch and Johnson6 show that the requirement that the denominator of (13) van-
ish for 6:þo is the same condition that the denominator have a double polé i., ,o.
Solution of

'-ffi#æå:o
for a double pole is trivial a.lgebraically, and gives

and noting that

with the pion self-energy coming from P-wave propagation.

III. A LIGHT (RATHER THAN DENSE) DIVBRSION

In the work both of Baym and FlowersT and of Migdat et a1.,8 pion condensa-
tion in neutron stars begins at a much lower density than pe. With assumptions simi-

*See G.E. Browns for a simple way of carrying out isospin sums; the spin sum can be carried
out in the same way.

," - (k"' 
+-*,')"' , k"- 1/Z mo ;

o" - ¡ftpg¿aff:= o.r7 rm-B .

t r rt- -(<¿2-mn2-k2)2f2k2U(k,a)\J¡J l-

(r, -moz -kz¡-Ds-L(k,ø) ,

2 f z ¡z ¡¡rn c.l) : -fIp(k,u)

(15.2)

This p, is just equal to po, nuclear matter density.
Before closing this section, we write explicitly the relation of the ( J,Jl correla-

tion function to the pion Green's function, the latter being used by 
-Bãrtsch 

and
Johnson. Note that the ( J,J ) corelation function (13) can be written

( l3)

( 15)

(15.1)

(16)

(16.1)'

(16.2)
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lar to those of Sawyer and Scalapino, except that a few percent of protons are pres-
ent because of the small number of electrons present in mainly neutronic matter,
Baym and Flowers find condensation at

p" -0.058 frn-3 (k"-1.1 fm-1) , ( 17)

that is, at a third of the density found with Sawyer and Scalapino's simplest model.
This looks exciting, at first glance, but (a) condensation at such low deñsities

seems to disappear when short-range correlations between nucleons are introduced,g
and (b) the condensate at such low densities cannot have large amplitude, because
it depends on the 2 or 3% protons present.

Let us develop this latter point a bit. rvl/hat keeps a neutron from going over
into a proton and,¡r- at low densities is that the energy to be gained by the new in-
teraction [see Eq. (a)] is insufficient to balance the energ"y needed to create the r¡-
meson, ao- -(k2 *mrz)Ltz. Floweverríf a few protons are around, a proton can be
changed into a neutron, the new neutron-particle, proton-hole pair having the
quantum numbers of the ø-. For low neutron densities, with low ¡rrr, the energy
needed for this is ({mocz. Thus, the neutron-particle, proton-hole pair is like a low-
energy ø-. The "pion condensate" is, indeed, rather a two-particle, two-hole state
in which one neutron particle is correlated with the proton hole, and a proton parti-
cle is correlated with a neutron hole, the latter as in the Sawyer and Scalapino con-
densate discussed earlier. Migdal et al.8 erroneously call these correlated two-
particle, two-hole excitations a n* condensate, erroneòusly becâuse thè charge in the
condensed pion field is always negative.* Aside from'the (important) inclusion of
A-isobars, the work of Migdal et al.8 is equivalent to that of Baym and Flowers, al-
though the language is different.

IV. SHORT.RANGE NUCLEON-NUCLEON CORRELATIONS

In all detail, the one-pion exchange term is

vs''p(k,a)_- #å#+
f2(- - *71

fo1.ko2.k- åot.ozkzl
lç217n.2 -¡¡2

These three terms represent:

(o1. o2)(mr2 -,ù2+[] r"' .*)l- tå lç21yn.2 -¡¡2 )
)l (18)

B ^ f2k2
- -m 

¿-!-

U ""tr çkz +m,z -r') '

4 -f2-gmP'

*ä*-'Ëffi,

(i) tensor:

(ii) ô-tunction:

(iii) Yukawa:

*I am indebeted to Gordon Baym for this comment.

(1e)
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where we have labeled the terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (19) by the depen-
dence they would have in configuration space and in the order in which they otcur
on the right-hand side of Eq. (18).

Suppose, now, as is commonly thought, that the nucleons have strong short-
range repulsions, which keep them apart; i.e., in terms of a nucleon-nucleon correla-
tion function

( p(t)p(2)) :3( l rr-"2 l ), (20)

(20.1)

we ask only that
g(0)-0.

I
t
t
\

r.OpE
t---_____

X=0.01

X=0.02

23

Then the ô-function part of the Vopøp will be cut out, so that Eq. (15.1) is modified
to*

1- 2-f2k2 P -!-fzp -n- rh_2*k2-a2o'3 6 -v' (21)

In the case of z0 condensates, Barshay and Brownlo found that such a minimal
effect of the nucleon-nucleon interaction raised the critical density p" to the point
where condensation probably would not occur in this model (without isobars).

*Going over to nonzero o, only the static ô-function piece should be taken out.
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Figure 2. The threshold density pc as a function of k2 in units of the nuclear matter density
p6 -0.17 fm-3. (Left) For pure neutron matter (double pole threshold condition) as calculateå
with a Kallio-Kolltveit force (broken line) and aHamada-Johnston potential (solid line). The
dotted line at the bottom is obtained with a pure OPEP interaction.lnight¡ For neutron-star
mat €r supplemen,._d-by a small fraction X of protons, using the threshold condition of Bayma
as calculated with aHamada-Johnston potential (,rppet curves) and OPEP only (lower cuóes).
Solid lines: X-0.01; broken lines: X=0.02. From Weise and Brown.e
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Figure 3. ,S-wave pion-nucleon self-energy.

Figure 4. Nucleon selÊenergy insertions into a typical bubble in the (J,JI correlation function.
Here the crosshatched rectangle represents all possible interactions with the neutron sea.

In the case of ?7'- condensation in neutron stars, Weise and Browns found the
results shown in Figure 2. In the curves shown here, pieces of the nucleon-nucleon
interaction other than hard core are included.* The main points we wish to make
with these curves are that (a) inclusion of short-range repulsions increases the criti-
cal density for pion condensation considerably, and (b) such inclusion removes the
differences between condensations with and without a small number of protons ini-
tially present.

Removal of the ô-function is completely equivalent to the Lorentz-Lorenz cor-
rection of Ericson and Ericsonll to the pion self-energy.

*Baym and Flowers,T for a model corresponding to the curves on the right in Figure 2, find
with "minimal nuclear forces," e.g., simply removal of the ô-function, that p":l.lpo, k"- 1.60
fm-1.

/n
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V. INCLUSION OF THE S.WAVE PION-NUCLEON INTERACTION

The S-wave pion-nucleon interaction can be characterized,by a Flartree poten-
tial Zs or by a pion self-energy*

vu:*ns(k,ø)-40#fi vr.v

lsee Figure 3). Agaifì, os=0.17 fm-3 is the nuclear matter density.
The S-wave interaction is trivially included by adding this øg to np, Eq. (16.2),

in the denominator of the ( J,J ) correlation function. The isospin dependence of
ns 

' 
which comes into play when some ø* mesons are present, is properly included

in that rl--) -(.,) when fl'-'s are replaced by zr+'s (crossing symmetry).

VI. NUCLEON SELF.ENERGIES

It might be thought that nucleon selÊenergies (see Figure 4) woutd play a large
role, since a proton at rest is bound by - 50 MeV more than a neutron for neutron
densities -Po.Much of this additional binding comes from higher-order effects of
the tensor interaction, which are suppressed by Pauli and dispersion corrections in
going to higher densities, and the momentum dependence of the proton-neutron in-
teraction cuts down the interaction for protons with the relatively large momenta
occurring in pion condensates. Estimates made by G.E. Brown and S.O. Bäckman
with the Reid and Hamada-Johnston nucleon-nucleon interactions indicate that for
P=Po the proton and neutron self-energies are roughly equal. Bertsch and John-
son, in a preprint, seem to come to similar conclusions.

*This 
^9-wave interaction can be thought of as proceeding through p-meson exchange between

pions and neutrons.

Figure 5. Mechanism of Green and Haapakoski for the attraction
in the neutron-neutron interaction.

(22)
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This whole question has to be reopened, because of the deveiopments of Green
and Haapakoskilz pointing out that most of the attraction in the neutron-neutron
interaction comes from intermediate 

^38(1236) 
isobars (see Figure 5). {n the many-

body system this witl be suppressed, in going to higher densities, by the same mech-
anisms that suppress higher-order tensor interactions in the neutron-proton system.
Since this suppression makes the neutrons less bound, it increases the neutron
chemical potential ¡4n and, consequently, also the condensation frequency ú)c:ltrn
: IIq,- Irp.

VII. OTHER EFFECTS FROM THE NUCLEON.NUCLEON INTERACTION

Extensive calculations with inclusion of current nucleon-nucleon interactions
are being done by S.O. Bäckman. Some results have been reported in preprints by
Bäckman and Weise and by Bertsch and Johnson. We discuss here only qualitative
points.

As noted in Figure 1, the wavy lines represent the complete nucleon-nucleon
interaction. This is often approximated by the nucleon-nucleon G-matrix.* With
such an approximation, the (J,J ) correlation function is

t r f\_ 2f2k2U(k,a)\r,r t--TTG@õú6õ. (23)

Splitting G into spin, isospin channels, one has

G:t(Gtt*Goo-G1o- Go1) (24',,

where the upper indices represent S and Z. With tensor components, this becomer
more complicated. A reasonable approximationl3 is to take

G(k,a)=Vopnp(k,ø)*[G(¿,0) -Vopøp(kO)] : Vspsp(k,a)+Glf¡ (25)

where Vspsp(k,a) is given by Eq. (18). The thinking behind Eq. (25) is that con.
tributions to G(k,u) from exchange of mesons heavier than the pion will have c,r-

dependencies like (kz +*z -^2) where m is the mass of the relevant meson. For large
mthe <,r2 is relatively unimportant.

To understand Eq. (2a), let us consider the interaction çro, the one enterin¡
into the deuteron. If the interaction is attractive in the Z: l, S-0 state, then ir

makes the denominator of Eq. (23) more positive, hindering condensation. Thir
comes about because in order to make a spin-isospin wave which has 7- 1, S= l, wr
must turn the spin of one of the particles in the S-0 state so as to make the S- l
state. If the two particles are more bound in S-0 states, it costs energy to turn tht
spin around. The kinetic energy also increases.

It might then appear that the tensor force, whose second- and higher-order ef-

fects bind the deuteron, would work against condersation. Here, however, a new ef-

fectla brought about by the finite wave vector for pion condensation enters. This ir

*The G-matrix is nuclear terminology for what is often called the l-matrix, with standing-wavr
boundary conditions.
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Table I

Threshold Values for r¡- Condensation in Neutron Matrer
With Only Nucleons (No Isobars) present

(Nucleon-nucleon correlations are included. The critical density is in units
of normal nuclear matter density, po:0.5mo8.)

B"/ Po ørfmr] k"[mrf

No,S-wave interaction

^S-wave int. included
2.0

>>3
1.1 2.7

,/,/

0
./

Figure 6. contribution of the ag3(1236) isobar to the pion self-energy.

the effect of ofldiagonality of the G-matrix elements which, for large momentum
transfer (àmrc) gives repulsive matrix elements.

In Table I we show the results of Bäckman and Weise,l3 including the nucleon_
nucleon force, ,S-wave pion-nucleon interaction, but leaving out the Ã33(t236) iso-
bars. These calculations assumed an initial mixture of 2.5Vo protons. Chemicá po-
tentials ¡.tnandppwere taken from Sjöberg.rs The chief difference from the free
Fermi gas chemical potentials is that ¡.to is large and negative.

VIII. ROLE OF ISOBARS

The final chapter in our (production) dramax might be entitled, "Can the Iso-
bar Save Fair Lady Condensate From Her Deep Compression Chamber?" Remem-
bering the role that the isobar plays in the pion self-energy in pion scattering (FiS-
ure 6), one sees that the isobar is the only agency which can bring the condèrrru.t.
down to low densities. Indeed, in the work of Migdal and collaboruto.r, who include

*The Russian versions of the ending is a happy one.
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the S-wave pion-nucleon interaction and their version of hard-core repulsions be-

tween nucleons, inclusion of the isobar brings p" well below ps.

Within the framework of Chew-Low theory, the contribution of the isobar tc
the pion self-energy is, for 7/- mesons in a neutron medium,

zo(-)-|=_F,on t#"-å#*] (26)

(27.t)

with the úb; ú;gy 6a=2.1 moc2. From crossing symmetry, the self-energy for z'*
mesons can be obtained as

n oFl(k,a)- zo(-)( - k, - ø) .

In nuclear matter, from isospin invariance, the selÊenergy for rT(0) mesons is

n o(o) (k¡"s)- f [ro{+)( k,a) ¡ n or_l(È,r,r)] . (27)

In pion mass units p0: å (i..., po: å mn!), so that

zo{o)(Ë,0) -+.f, # *=0.83 
!- P .

On the face of it, this is the overwhelming contribution to the pion self-energy, so we

must be careful to treat it in the most accurate way possible.

It is amusing to consider that the pion propagator, with isobar self-energy, in
nuclear matter would be

D(k,o):F+*þñe =F+m776 (27.2"

so that the effective Yukawa interaction would become

(27.3"

The above simple treatment neglects the fact that there are forces other thar
that from one-pion exchange in the ,S:1, Z- 1 channel. Within the nomenclatur<
of Fermi-liquid formalism, these would be vertex corrections in the self-energy, ar

explained in Figure 7. It is clear that there are vertex corrections; in fact, the well
known Lorentz-Loreîz correction is the example of one.*

More specifically¡ we need to know the interactions between nucleons and iso

bars, as reinterpreted in Figure B in the particle-particle channel.
We first consider the matrix element Figure B¿. We know already that pion ex.

change contributes to the interaction. Whereas the isospin T -0 c,l meson canno
contribute to the transition between nucleon and isobar, which requires a change o
LT - 1, the nucleons certainly can exchange o mesons before pion exchange , and
if the commonly accepted view that the ¿¿ meson is coupled to the hypercharge cur
rent is adopted, then the nucleon and isobar have the same repulsive interactior
from c,.¡-exchange as two nucleons. Thus, we can say that something similar to ¿

hard-core repulsion exists between all particles.

vopøp(r) -#(o1. v)(o2.v) exp (ï#)

*Barshay et a1.16 describe it in a way in which the connection is clear.
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Figure 7. Illustration of vertex corrections in Fermi-liquid nomenclature. The dashed line rep-
resents the pion; the wavy line here represents a number of <¡-meson exchanges, the e ffect ãf
which can be thought of as a hard-core repulsion of radius a:0.4 fm.

+

E:>

Figure B. Forces reinterpreted in the particle-particle channel. Here the wavy line
represents the complete (possibly ot-dependent) interaction.

We can be reasonably sure that p-meson exchange also contributes to the force.
The tensor coupling* of the p meson to the nucleon is

6L -¿,(+p) *r,"ul . e. p),þ .

(a)

(b)

(28)

Here vectors in both ordinary and isospin space are indicated. Commonly accepted
values of gpz are -0.5; Kr-3.7 is the isovector magnetic moment term in the elec-
tromagnetic current.

*Bxchanges invoking the vector coupling will simply modiff slightly the hard-core repulsions.
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The above ôZ for the tensor interaction of the p meson between nucleons i
easily translated into an interaction between nucleon and isobar by introducing th
transition spin and transition isospin,lT S and Z. These are 4X2 matrices, since the'
lead from the two-component nucleon to the four-component isobar. Interaction
are formally the same, the transition spins replacing o and r. One easily finds th,
interaction from p-exchange in Figure Bø.

f/r p-excha,nge -

where

(o1 - LXSt . li):: :;(o1, S¿),kz
(28.1

*ffipo-

fr_go( ¡ K,)mo/2m (28.2

and fo* is the LNo coupling constant.
If this potential from p-exchange were to be used directly in the spin, isospin

sound, we would find contributions from the spin-spin and tensor interactions in Eq
(28.1) canceling each other. This is because the spin, isospin-sound is established b'
the pionic (o. k) interaction operating on the vacuum, and the p-coupling goes a

[oXk]. We now argue that the two invariants in Eq. (28) should be treated sepa

rately. The (ø1. 52) term contains a ô(r) interaction which will be removed by th
short-range repulsion due to <"r-exchange; i.e., if we write

(aL. Sz)(mrz-o2)
T+rno2 _@2 (2e

we see that upon removal of the first term on the right-hand side, which is the ô

function, the remaining term is relatively innocuous, and has even changed sign
The tensor part of Eq. (28.1) is relatively unaffected by the short-range repulsion
although when expressed in coordinate space it will be cut offat short distances.

The only question left concerns r*. We claim that the tensor coupling betweel
nucleon and isobar can reliably be calculated by using the quark model. This cou
pting involves matrix elements of o¡r¡, in terms of quark spins and isospins, and th,

quark model has been particularly successful not only in calculation of nucleon spin
but in predicting, in terms of them, the predominant Ml excttation of the ABB(1236

isobar in photoproduction. We use here just such matrix elements, although admit
tedly oflenergy shell.

Calculation of this coupling is described by Haapakoski.l2 Of course, the pior
coupling to quarks also involves matrix elements oî o¡¡, so that ratios of nucleon
isobar to nucleon-nucleon couplings will be the same for the tensor coupling of th
p meson as for piors. We reiterate, however, that the quark model should be bette
in predicting the tensor coupling of the p meson between nucleon and isobar than i:
calculating pion couplings, because we are here using the quark model where it i
strongest! The modification due to inclusion of p-exchange is tremendous. Figure I

shows the (static) transition potential found by Haapakoski with and without inclu
sion of p-exchange.

Both Bäckman and Weisels and Bertsch and Johnson6 find that inclusion c

p- and co-exchange cuts down the isobar contribution drastically, sending the critica

(rr.Tz)fr-fr. (wl
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the transition potential Zincluding the p-contribution;
the ø-contribution alone. (From Haapakoski. 12)

Table 2

Threshold Values lor n- Condensation in Neutron Matter Including Isobars,
With Nucleon-Nucleon Correlations and ^S-Wave Pion Interactions Takeñ Into Aóæunt

P"/ Po ø"lmrl k"[mo]

OPEP only*
fsobar-nucleon corr. incl. **

0.6
2.1

0.55 2.r
1.1 2.9

*One-pion-exchange isobar-nucleon interaction only.

_ ]*Inglyding isobar-nucleon correlations due to p-exchange supplemented by a short-range
(d-0.5 fm) cutoff.

density for condensation in neutron matter well above po. (These authors multiply
the spin-spin and tensor interactions by a common correlation factor.)

Table 2 presents the results of Bäckman and Weise with inclusion of isobars.
"OPEP" means that in the potentials (Figure 9) only the pion is included in the in-
teraction. These calculations were made to compare with the results of Migdal et
a1.,8 who did not put correlations into their calculations with isobars. The smãl dif-
ference between these results and those of Migdal et al. stems from the use here of
chemical potentials p,nand þe of Sjöberg as in Table 1, rather than those of the free
Fermi gas.

We note in closing that the matrix element, Figure Bb, can be obtained by the
above arguments by making the replacements

or-+ Sr, ú2-)52
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Figure 10. Interaction leading to the double-A component in the deuteron.
Here the wavy line represents all possible interactions.

in both pion exchange and the tensor-coupling part of the p-exchange potential. I
similar interaction (see Figure 10) leads to the double-A component of the deutero:
wave function. With the above model for this transition matrix element, Haapakosk
and Saarela (to be published) obtain a probability of -0.5Vo for this component
which seems to be in accord with experiment. Without the many agencies cut
ting down the one-pion-exchange interaction, they obtain unreasonably larg
probabilities.

IX. REFINEMBNTS WHICH CAN AND SHOULD BE MADE

A. Inclusion of nucleon recoil in the Lindhard function which, for the large fr.'
encountered, changes U(k,ot) roughly from p/a,E,q. (14), to

U(k,ø)= 
"+bñ,

where m is the nucleon mass.
B. The values of p,n and ¡r,o must be calculated including the internal degrees o

freedom of the nucleon-nucleon interaction (see Figure 5). From the discussion fol
lowing Figure 5 we see that this will increase lLo- tre and raise the condensatior
density.

C. Because of the large values of kr, form factors will have some influence ir
t}¡e NNn and LÀtfn interactions.

D. Relativistic effects in the isobar recoil must be taken into account; e.g., th
factor É2 in Eq. (26) is modified when the relativistic Rarita-Schwinger isobar i
used. (Barshay and Brownl0 found that inclusion of such factors gave large reduc
tions in the calculated pion double-charge exchange.)

All these effects tend to raise the condensate density, so that the final pr/ ps wi)
be significantly higher than shown in Table 2.
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Comments on Charged Pion Condensation in Dense Matter
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I would like to add to Gerry Browrt's tälk some com-enfs ón tnã pnysiós of the
instability leading to pion condensation, and to remark briefly on the nature of the

condensed state. Because pions are bosons, if they do appear in the ground state they
will macroscopically occupy the lowest available mode, i.e., form a condensate as in
ordinary Bose-Einstein condensation. Such a state corresponds to a classical or co-
herent excitation of the pion field in the medium, or alternatively, to a nonvanish-
ing ground state expectation value of the pion field; in the normal ground state.

with no pions, this expectation value vanishes.
The appearance of charged pions, or more precisely, pionlike modes of excita-

tion in the ground state, leading to a nonvanishing expectation value of the charged
pion field can actually take place through several different physical mechanisms. As

Migdall has shown, neutron star matter may possess a neutron hole-proton particle
collective mode, or spin-isospin sound, with the quantum numbers of the ø'+. Let us

denote this mode, a form of zero sound, by tr*. Then in addition to the possibility
n-+ þ *n-, in which a neutron quasi particle turns into a proton quasi particle plus

à T-, condensation can occur via spontaneous appearance of a ø- plus the collective
mode z¡r*. In addition, if the matter is initially in beta equilibrium, so that a small
fraction of protons are initially present, then condensation can occur also through
the mechanîsm þ-->n*2"*. The existence of this additional mechanism for conden-
sation means that matter in beta equilibrium can condense at a lower density than
pure neutron matter; however, studies by Weise and Brown2 indicate that with in-
clusion of short-range correlations between nucleons, matter in beta equilibrium
does not condense at very different density than pure neutron matter.

The charged-pion condensed system is characteriz,ed by a nonvanishing expec-

tation value (fl(r,t)) of the charged pion field. In the normal state this expectation
value vanishes from charge conservation, as well as parity conservation, since the

pion field is pseudoscalar. The z- condensed phase is a state of broken symmetry
with a complex parameter (fI), and it is thus superconducting. It is useful to com-
pare this state with a neutral Bose superfluid such as liquid aHe and with a BCS

superconductor. In aHe the nonvanishing complex order parameter is (ú(r,¿))
where r/u is the aHe field operator. In a BCS superconductor one has pairing of par-
ticles of opposite spin and momenta, and (úr(r,¿),li(r,f)) is the order parameter
One can equivalently regard the z'- condensed phase as arising from a pairing o:

neutron particles with proton holes, and proton particles with neutron holes, with
order parameter (,þnar(r,t)oþo(",r)) , the divergence of which is the nonrealistic source

of the pion field (fI) .

From another point of view one can look at the zr+ mode in the normal state at

the fluctuations in isospin space of the neutron isospin vectors. The neutrons nor.
mally point along the negative T" axis; the mode zr* is a small oscillation aboul
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zero of the angle a that the vector rnakes with respect to the negative T, axís. At the
point of condensation this mode becomes "soft" and the system teyond this prefers a
nonzero value of a. The Hamiltonian is then diagonalized3,a by the nucleon state
vectors that are linear combinations of neutrons and protons.

The equilibrium conditionss of the ø- condensed state are first that (fl-(r,r))
:e-ip- llfl-(r)) where þr:þn-pe is the ø- chemical potential. Even though the
pions may condense inro a mode r;k'r *i¡þ a nonzero mqlqe$,u¡Lbrgfpçrhaplq41glg__
compficated móðe wl-tispãtially vãryin-g modùluspthã rpàaãT"*mg. 

"f 
rh. .1""- -

tromagnetic current must vanish in the ground state. So also must the spatial aver-
ages of the baryon current, and the electronlike and muonlike lepton currents van-
ish' The net charge density associated with the condensed fielò(in the absence of
the interactions dependent on fI) is5 - 2ttrl\fI) lt; since, generally, þr]o,this is a
negative charge density. The overall system is electrically neutral.

By contrast, possible zo condensation of derse matter is described by a non-
vanishingreal expectationvalue (IIo(")) of the neutral pion field. Becausetire order
parameter is real, the state is therefore not superconducting. Rather, since the (non-
relativistic) source of the neutral pion field is the divergence of the T - l, Z, -ò nu-
cleon spin polarization, the neutral condensed mode (flo(")) will have a finite wave
vector, thus varying in magnitude in space, and leading to a spatially nonuniform
spin-ordered phase, analogous to the state of electron particle-hole'þairing" pro-
duced by a Peierls'transition in a solid.
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I. MOTIVATION

The central aim of these efforts is to perform calculations of nuclear properties
in the region from saturation density to, say, twice that density with our current
knowledge of finite nuclei. The main question, of course, is how to extrapolate this
knowledge. We believe that the "standard" program in nuclear physics of taking the
interaction that fits the two-body data, constructing from it an effective nucleon-
nucleon interaction in the nuclear medium, and performing Hartree-Fock or shell-
model calculations has had many successes but is probably not as reliable as we
need for this extrapolation.

What we suggest is a new direction which can be put in perspective with the
aid of the diagram in Figure 1. The claim we make is that one can do all the conven-
tional calculations such as Ffartree-Fock, Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov, random phase

approximation (RPA), etc., along this new route. We now sketch the route we have
been pursuing.

II. THE HARTREE APPROXIMATION

The key thrust of the effort is to develop a framework in which the meson field
can be made self-consistent. What we are looking for are the equations of motion o:

single-hole states. We identify \þ1.þrþlþl as the probability amplitude for destroy-
ing a particle in an occupied state. Then the property

þ l,þ(") I r )- ei(P-Ða(P I ú(0) I P ), (1)

i.e., Lorentz tnvaríance, goes through as in the conventional equations. We obtain
the Hartree approximation in our equations of motion by truncating intermediate-
state sums to include only those states that have the same mass as the initial mass

For those situations in which the mass is much greater than the momenta (for ex.

ample 16()) one reduces the elements of the equations to functions of the three mo-
menta. With these as the ingredients of our approach we claim we can make tht
"conventional" nuclear physics approximations and perform calculations. Further.
more, we find we can generate the equations without violating Lorentz invariance
In this systematic approach we can also get the Hartree-Fock equations, but wt
have not yet worked out the terms that result from exchange.

III. ACTUAL CALCULATIONS

Since this is rather new territory we really don't know what field theory to star
with, For simplicity we start with the o model and we express it in a manner that ir
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Figure 1.

general enough for finite systems. However, we know by experience that the ex-
changes of heavier mesons (r, p, þ, 4, etc.) are important, and in order to attempt to
accommodate their effects here we attach a form factor to the nucleon. We then con-
centrate on looking at specific relativistic many-body effects. The o model in the
Ffartree approximation takes the form

-(Y2/po2 - 1)x- l?-Ðx2 iapp (2)

where ¡(r) is the meson field expressed in units of the nucleon mass at ordinary vac-
uum. Here p¡ signifies the nucleon density and is given in a Thomas-Fermi-type
approximation by

o, - fr'aW2/\/F1æ (3)

(4)

(5)
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for an infinite system and a sum over occupied states for a finite system.
L.D. Miller of MIT has iterated these equations for aoCa and has obtained re-

sults analogous to those found at Stanford for the quark model of nucleons. Namely,
all the particles accumulate in a dense shell at the nuclear surface with an abnormal
state of the vacuum (-2*/Ð inside. Note that we have not yet put in vacuum
pì olarization, however.

One may develop an energy density ) in this approach,

2 - -xu IrX + Qxz - r)(xz -r) =_f (Ð ,

where the second term is necessary to have chiral symmetry. Then, the implication
of intermediate states whose mass is not equal to the initial mass is a typaof RPA
with mesons popping up at intermediate times. This, then, generates a correction to
the energy density, A), where

where

A>- ï "f (,þ)
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,þ-1+b(x2-t). (6)

This indicates a strong interplay between these states and those with the initial mass
with delicate cancellations likely. Thus one is forced to conclude that it will prob-
ably be necessary to do Hartree-Fock and RPA together to accommodate these subtle
interplays correctly.

It is appropriate to comment on an additional big problem that has been ig-
€ffi irr@rni-typrterrrforä $rm-ûver

occupied but negative energy states. This leads to major difficulties, however.

IV. EXPERIMENTS TO DO

There are at least three types of experiments that one might speculate are
worthwhile to do.

1 . Search for stable nuclei near A - 250, Z - 125. They may exist and not be
seen naturally because nothing can decay through this region to feed these nuclei.
For this region we don't have to wait for uranium on uranium.

2. Search for density isomers near 208Pb, for example, with binding energy ol
about 5 MeV/nucleon. As for the question of lifetimes, they may be comparable to
fission lifetimes.

3. In fact, for these excitations,2 M.eY /nucleon, one may even see density iso-
mers in collisions of rather light systems, say aoAr on a0Ar.



On the Possibility of Nuclear Shock Waves
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The possibility of compression of nuclear matter in the overlap region of two
colliding nuclei has been discussed in recent papers.l,z In the second of these, the
formation of (å, å) resonances and higher nucleon states as a consequence of the ther-
mal excitation of the nucleons during the collision process was suggested. We have
generalized this model to include resonances of higher mass and have studied their
influence on the compression effect.

Using a hydrodynamical model we first discuss the validity of hydrodynamics
in nuclear dimensions. At high kinetic energy of the nuclei the nucleons of the in-
dividual nuclei have high relative momenta. Therefore we can disregard the pauli
principle and calculate3 the mean free path of nucleons using the free nucleon-
nucleon cross section o-40 mb. With po :0.17 fm-3 we thus find for the mean free
path

À- 4.OXl7 p - 1.47 Po frrt
p

which yields l\- 1 .47 , 0.7 35,0.368 fm for p : pu Zps, ar.d 4pe respectively. The va-
lidity of hydrodynamics is assured by the condition À <<.R, where .R is the dimen-
sion of the compression zone, i.e., of the nucleus. Therefore, the hydrodynamics
should be better, the more the nuclear matter is compressed. This confirms the ap-
proximate applicability of hydrodynamics in superdense nuclear matter. The quei-
tion arises, however, whether a shock can develop during the initial phase of a
nucleus-nucleus encounter, when the densities are still small. Since the freã nucleon-
nucleon scattering cross section is mainly in the forward direction, one would naively
expect a rather unperturbed interpenetration of the two colliding nucleon clouds,
and therefore no initial compression. However, at 1 to 2 GeY /N most of the total
nucleon-nucleon cross section is inelastic, i.e., the process .trf -> yV* + N +n occurs
within 6 X 10-z¿ sec, which immediately helps to scatter the pions and nucleons per-
pendicularly to the axis of collision, i.e., this helps to shocklhe matter. This islur-
ther supported by the fact that the nucleons of a nucleus exhibit short-range corre-
lations with typical momenta up to 300 M:eY /c. These also help to scatter the col-
liding nucleons perpendicularly to the collision axis, i.e., to shocÈ nuclear matter. In
a nucleus-nucleus collision there could eventually occur multiple nucleon-nucleon
collisions, so that a sort of collective short-range correlation can lead to an enhance-
ment of the scattering perpendicular to the direction of the colliding nuclei.

^ 
*Wo* s_uPporte¿ by the Bundesministerium für Forschung und Technologie and by the

Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung. We acknowledge stimulating discussionJ with Professor
E. Schopper.
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t (10-23 sec)

Figure l. (o) The basic configuration of the model for the central collision of two identical nu
clei with a compression zone (ellipsoid) in the middle. (å) The time dependence of a(t) and b(t
in238U'-2ssUcollisionatenergiesof 100,500, and 1000 MeV/N.A compressibility constan
lf- 100 MeV has been assumed.
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Tg"t" 2. The composition of the isobaric gas as a function of temperature (a) for four isobaric
phases and (ó) for 10 isobaric phases. The solid curve is for nucleor., in the ground state. The en-
ergies shown are the excitation energies of the nucleonic resonances.
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Figure 3. The time dependence of the total density p(t), the nucleon density pn(t),
and the N*(I,f ) dersity pr.(Ð for the collision described in Figure lå.
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In order to learn the essential features of the compression process, we restrict
ourselves to the scattering of two identical nuclei whose volumes are divided into
three parts: an ellipsoid with axes a(t) and b(t) sandwiched between two cutoff
spheres with radius ^R and relative distance r(r) (Figure Ia). Onty within this ellip-
soid does compression occur (p ) po). Within the cutoffspheres the density is pe.
Choosing .R: const during the collision, we are dealing with three degrees of free-
dom: a, b, andr.

The exact solution of the full hydrodynamical problem, which would involve
dividing the total volume into a great number of independent parts, is clearly very
complicated. In contrast, the above described model1,2 is mathematically much
more feasible and contains the essential physiCal features; Figuie 1á, showing the
time dependence of a(t) and b(t), indicates a push-out of nuclear matter perpendic-
ularly to the collision axis. Figure 2 gives the composition of hadronic matter, cal-
culated according to a Boltzmann distribution. The excitation energies of the vari-
ous nucleonic isobars are indicated at the curves. Figure 3 shows the total density
obtained p, the nucleon density p¡, and the "ÀÊ density p¡* as a function of time for
various collision energies.

The formation of such nuclear shock waves in relativistic heavy-ion collisions is
a fundamental process because of its relation to the velocity of first sound in nuclear
matter, c, - 1/fl9M , and, through that, to the nuclear compressibility,

K-g pç2d2W/dps2

where M-nucleon mass and W=total nucleon binding energy. Shock waves serve
as a generator of high nuclear densities which might be useful in searching for den-
sity isomers and for creating highly isobaric and hot nuclear matter.2
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(.)
diving stage

(b)
penetration stage

(")
final stage

Figure 4. Schematic figure of the various stages in a central collision between an incident smaller
(relativistically contracted) and a heavier target nucleus. The head-front shock is drawn very
dark. The Mach-shock wave, which is traveling to the sides, also contains high density but noi
as high ^ th" projectile head. A minor backward fragment ejection along theMach-front is also
indicated. This is expected especially in the diving sfage, where it is easier to eject fast particles
afong the Mach-shock into free space. A secondary Mãch-shock wave of intermediate d^ensity is
also indicated.
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More recently* we investigated a signature of shock waves, namely Mach clnes,

which should occur if a smaller nucleus 1 (,41) travels through a bigger one 2

(Az),41) with overshock velocity.s This process is illustrated in Figure 4 for a cen-
tral collision of unequal fragments and various steps of interpenetration. In the initial
phase a sþlashinng tide waue is expected at the backward angle sinQl - a"/a (a" is the
shock velocity and u the projectile velocity). This can be imagined as the initial
Mach-shock traveling to some extent more easily into the matter-free exterioi dur-
ing the diving phase. There should also occur a shock wave in the light fragment
caused by the heavy one. It will cause some destruction of Ay but not its annihila-
tion, and will lead in the lab system to a very smeared-out echo-Mach at angles
around 90" or slightly in the forward direction.*x The penetrating core will, upon
diving, deform for better traveling and cause in the second stage a strong shock at
its head (head shock) and initiate a primary Macl¿'shock waue propagating in the di-
rection þ2 through Az, determined by cosQ2:ur/a. A strong disturbance of nuclear
matter (p/po=2 to 4) propagates with the shock velocity ar. At the position
0r:90" *þ2, where the Mach-front hits the surface ^á1, some ejection of matter can
be expected. Clearly, Q1 and þ2 are strongly correlated and therefore observable in
experiments, as is the Mach-angle Q2 itself, in which direction the by far major ejec-
tion of matter should occur. This process will continue up into the final stage for any
impact parameter blRt*R¿ for which also Mach-shock waves are generated.
Even though the individual collisions with bt'Ù are expected to yield a very asym-
metric Mach-distribution still peaking at þ2, the ensemble of all events should show
only þ2 and minor Þr as the dominant directions for fragrnent emission.

Behind the projectile a low-density channel ("drilled hole" or "dead-water re-
gion") collapses, which - contrary to the fragments emitted along þ2 and Q1 - leads

quite plausibly to a rather isotropic distribution (thermal evaporation). Behind the
primary Mach-shock wave, secondary and eventually further Mach cones can occur.
They characterize lower-density zones in between the primary zone and the dead-
water region and are well known in hydrodynamics (see, e.g., ref. 6).

As mentioned above, it is necessary to obtain expressions for the projectile ve-
locity in nuclear matter and also for the shock velocity. The latter is dependent on
the matter density p, which is most easily obtained in the model described in refs. 1

and2. The relativistic shock-front velocity o, isz

(1)

where the pressure p is given through the energy density W(p) via þ -pzx
(òW/ðp).'nst. entropy [see Eq. (a)]. The Mach-angle ôz is then given by

xThe material that follows was added to the manuscript, but not presented orally. (See alsc
ref. 4.)

**If, however, the fragments were equal, Mach- and echo-Mach-shock would be equal in tht
center-of-mass system, and this would lead to a push-out of matter perpendicularly to the axis
of motion, as discussed in ref. 1. This is important in Schopper's experiment4 for 16O-Cl colli-
sions. It produces a minor peak in the forward direction in the lab system which is expected tc
move towards larger forward angles as the projectile energy increases.

lw(po)po+Pl
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cosþ2 -

and rélated to the compressed density p/ po in the Mach-shock wave. This in turn is
related to the dynamics of the model used and to the compression constant .K of nu-
clear matter. The dynamical calculations are carried out with the ener,çy density as
a funðtion of p given by
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(2)
asc
aa

with

where Zis the temperature, and Ws- 16 MeV is the binding energy per nucleon at
equilibrium. The pressure is given by

o = &rpz - poz) +

By measuring the Mach-angle one can thus deduce the nuclear compression con-
stant K from Eq. (2). It is essential to note, however, that in this step the specific
model (3) enters via the pressure and via the dynamics, which determines the den-
sity p/ ps.

Indeed, the Mach-shock and head-shock waves and eventually also higher-
order Mach-shocks should be observable by anaþzing the angular distribution of -fra7-
ments occurring in tl¿e bombardment of lteau2 targets with light high-energlt nuclei. Particularly
suitable would be detectors that do not register the very light fragment particles, es-
pecially pions, because of the above-mentioned isotropic background expected for
them. The AgCl detectors used by Schopper et al.a and developed by Schopper,
Grartzer, et al.8 fulfill this requirement. The distributions of the fragment tracks ob-
served in star events by Schopper et al.a indeed show the structure predicted above.
For 160 ions bombarded on Ag the peaks seen for various projectile energies are
Iisted in Table 1.

From the 250-MeV data we deduce the nuclear compression constant ff= 300
Mev, and from it the sound velocity cr- 1/Kffi-0.19c, by applying the specific

Table I
Peaks for 160 lons Bombarded on Ag

w(p) - Mc2 - wo * &@ - oo), + ff

';: +(+)"' YF,2P-2/3 (3)

(4)
2

5er '

Major peak
(þz)

Minor peak
(ór tn"o". = Þ2 th"o". + 90')

Projectile
energy, GeY /N E*p. Theor. E*p. Theor. (p/po)nns (p/po)ns

2.r
0.87
0.25

53'
45"
20"

53"
48"
2r'

145"
133 "
I10"

143"
138'
111'

5.4
4.t
3.0

3.0
3.0
2.9
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model outlined in ref. 1. The data are in fair agreement with the assumption of ;
constant Mach-shock velocity of a" -0.57¿. With this shock velocity ¿rs we predict thr
IvIach angles given in Table l, which obviously agree nicely with the observed val.
ues. It is worth while to note that the velocity of sound in a relativistic idéal gar

comes out as cr-c/¡/3-0.577c. The 250-MeY/N data seem to give some evi.
dence also for a secondary Mach-shock traveling with ar(2) -0.33c and its satellitrI again shifted backward by 90'. For high projectile velocities the primary anä sec.

ondary Mach-shocks indeed move together, as expected theoretically. In the next tr
the last column of Table 1 are listed the compression densities reached in the Mach'
shock wave, which are obviously considerable but still smaller than those in thr
head-shock wave (last column). The former are obtained with Bq. (1), and the latter
also with Eq. (i), assuming that the head velocity is identical with the projectilr
velocity.

One might think of target recoil effects as an alternative explanation of thesr
observations. To that end we calculated the targetrecoil for two cases: pure Coulomt
interaction, and Coulomb interaction with a hard core at Â-Àr *Rz. The true in.
teraction of such highly energetic ions is expected to be between these two cases,

probably closer to the hard-core potential, because of the strong soft core occurrinp
between relativistic nuclei due to the compression effects. In the first case the recoil
peaks at 90', in the latter case at 35o, but in both cases the recoil peak is indepen-
dent of enersy, contrary to observation. Furthermore, the obvious correlation be-
tween the major forward peak and the minor backward peak and the indicated oc-

currence of secondary Mach-shocks cannot be explained by recoil. One cannot, a1

this stage, rule out an energy-dependent nucleus-nucleus potential which could re-
produce the major peak structure via the recoil effects. The interpretation of the ex-

perimental observations as a signature for nuclear head-shock and Mach-shock
waves is, however, simpler and more natural. They seem to demonstrate, for the
first time, that nuclear compressibility is of the order of K-300 MeV, that the nu-
clear sound velocity is approximately ds:0.19c, that the Mach-shock velocity
as:0.55c is nearly independent of projectile energy, and that shock waves exist even
at very high energies of 2 GeY /N. The last contradicts, at least at these energies, the
opinion of some workerse that nuclei might again become transparent, which we dc
not share because of short-range correlations and pion-exchange effects.2 This all
adds considerably to fundamental knowledge on the behavior and properties of nu-
clear matter.
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Shock Waves in Colliding Nuclei*

Pnrr,rp J. SrnrvrnNs

The Niels Bohr frcütute, Copmhøgery Dmmarle

We consider the circumstances under which matter at htgh densities can br
produced in heavy-ion collisions. We argue that laboratory energies of a few hun.
dred MeV per nucleon will be suitable: the matter velocity will exceed the speed o:

SoTnd, while the nueleãr màtter has suffieient stopping power to generâte â shôc}
front. A measure of the stopping power is the momentum transport length À(p'
shown in Figure 1; if À(p) is comparable with or greater than the nuclear radius, thr
nuclei will interpenetrate instead of compressing. The hydrodynamic conservatior
laws can be written

| 1 v-l /v-l\z 1

i*$o-v*)2_rs-€o -ù jf,: (-, / i*Qo.n-U)z
where Es, þs, vs are the internal energy per nucleon, pressure, and mean velocity o:

the matter just inside the shock front, €e and v6 the internal energy and velocity o:

the cold, unshocked matter, U - Un is the shock-front velocity, and v - pr/p6 is tht
compression ratio. In terms of dimensionless ratios,

r,-ê -'.: -t-= ( 4+- r )1e-e6;yû-v \ v*- I ,R /

where the quantities with acaret (^) over them are computed for cold matter ai

density ps, Â= [ô ln(ê-ee)/òInv]-L measures the stiffness of the internucleon forces

and the ratio,R, -pr[es-ê(v)]/Iþr-þ(r)l describes how the energy converted to heat

produces a thermal pressure which resists compression. There is a maximum com.
pression given by r--24, + 1.

*Work done in collaboration with M.I. Sobel, J.P. Bondorf, and H.A. Bethe. A preprint of i
more detailed paper can be obtained from the author.

Table 1

Model Predictions for the Maximum Compression

Degrees of freedom Maximum compression z-

nonrel. point particles
nonrel. translation * rotation
rel. translational motion J
massless bosons )

Landau theory

4
6

I
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Figure 1.

Some values of z- for different models are shown in Table 1. It is seen that l,,- is
determined by the kinematic character of the degrees of freedom; however, z- is not
a differential but an intergral quantity and can become very large when phase tran-
sitions introduce new degrees of freedom. A useful formula is

D F(v,Tr)-ô- TròF(v,T,)/af
/fs :

where F(v,T') is the free energy of the fluid at temperature fr. Under disintegration
of the compressed matter, a mean asymptotic speed is attained

(4r."-) cr(u',5)dv'/v'

where cr(2,,S ) is the speed of sound and the specific entropy,s remains constant under
the decompression, as long as the fluid is dense enough to be thermally equilibrized
v)v^¡o.
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Astrophysical Implications for Nuclear Interactions

Melvriv Runnniv¡eN
Columbiø Uniaersity, Nao Tmle, New Torlc 10027

ABSTRACT

Over the past few centuries astrophysics has rarely told physicists anything
âbóùt physics not âltèädy known from terrestriâl experi'ments. Flctwever, beóâuse
astrophoysical environments do encompass extremes of pressure, temperature, and
density that are quite inaccessible to direct observation, modern astrophysics has
been very dependent upon medium energy nuclear physics for vital concepts and
data.

1. In models of the early universe, present hydrogen, helium, deuterium, black-
body photons, and an undetected neutrino background flux survive from a regime
in which the temperature was between 100 keV and I MeV and the corresponding
density was 10-3 to 1 g cm-3. Various data, especially those relating to the forma-
tion and destruction of deuterium, are important in determining the relevant initial
conditions.

2. It seems likely that the elements beyond helium were made in explosive co-
balt and silicon burning; these nuclei presumably fused up to iron and nickel in a
second or so at a density of around 1010 g cm-3 and a temperature of at most a few
MeV. A truly exotic feature is the intense flux of neutrons liberated by matter im-
ploding toward a neutron star or a black hole. Such internal neutron fluxes may
build transuranic elements, but only thorium and uranium have survived the
5 X l0e-year age of the solar system. Most interesting is the possibility of a "stability
island" with Z >110 with some nuclei surviving up to 108 years, long enough to sur-
vive in cosmic rays.

3. High energy collisions of cosmic-ray heavy nuclei (100 MeV to 100 GeV per
nucleon) with intentellar protons probably generate many of the nuclei observed in
cosmic rays. About half of Na, Al, S, Ar, Ca, Cr, and Mn probably come from such
spallation. AII of Li, Be, B, F, Cl, K, Sc, Ti, and V probably have a similar origin
from the fragmentation of H, He, C, O, and Fe. One would especially like to know
the fragmentation production of 10Be (r- l.6X tOa years),2641(r- 0.74X 106 years),
and 36Cl (r-0.30 X 104 years) to give the lifetime of cosmic rays as a function of
energy.

4. High energ'y heavy-ion collisions between heavy cosmic rays and interstellar
heavy nuclei are extremely rare. The ratio of lead to hydrogen is of the order of
10-e, and of uranium to hydrogen of the order of 10-10. (The iron-hydrogen ratio
is of the order of 10-3.) Thus the flux of residuals from high energy Pb-Pb collisions
at the top of our atmosphere is only of the order of 10-18 cm-2 sec-l, and in the age
of the solar system the incident matter from such collisions is <0.1 particle per cm2.

5. Only in the çase of the neutron star does there seem to be a possibility that
astronomical observations may contribute some knowledge about medium energy
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nuclear interactions not already well known to nuclear physicists. The equation of
state of matter near nuclear densities and up to about l0 times greater is relevant for
neutron stars between their minimum and maximum possible masses. Details of the
nuclear force and especially technical problems involved in the computation of nu-
clearmatter equations of state are especially important near the upper range. A
comparison of the moments of inertia of such stars with that needed to explain the
energy loss to its surrounding nebula of the Crab pulsar already gives a lower bound

in nuclei. Various proposed equations of state can already be excluded. Present ac-
tivity on this subject depends upon a more quantitative understanding of the phenom-
ehon öf piitf.cbñdënsäTion iä'siiperdense máttëi. Othéi.'dè-tàilrof nucleãi matter iñ
these density regimes probably have observational consequences for glitches, post-
glitch healing (spin up and solid vs liquid cores), neutrino-antineutrino bursts dur-
ing neutron star formation, and the heat capacity and cooling rate of newly formed
neutron starts.
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Astrophysical Implications of Pion Condensation
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I shall report briefly on some consequences for neutron star structure of assum.
irg r substantial softening of the equation of state in the region of densities from jusl
above nuclear density to about ten times nuclear density, above which the short-
ràn$é iépülsioñ (iñ the modell'Cönsidêied) restörèS the pféSSufé to âÏmost the ùãluèi
predicted in the usual models. The work to be described was done in collaboratior
withJ.B. Hartle and D.J. Scalapino, and is based on a model of neutron star matter
in the presence of pion condensation. Ffowever, the results describe qualitatively the
possible implications of the existence of other forms of "abnormal" nuclear matter
(or possible new phases which at high densities have lower energy than that of the
conventional neutron gas with Reid potential interactions).

The link to heavy-ion reactions is somewhat tenuous. Flowever, it is possiblr
that theories which propose very radical softening of the equation of state of nu-
clear matter over a broad density region will run afoul of the usual interpretation o:

the energetics of the Crab nebula, which sets a minimum value of the moment ol

inertia of the Crab pulsar. Thus, not only has the experiment on the ground state

of nuclear matter at high densities been performed, in neutron star interiors, but
some of the data may already have been transmitted back to us.

It turns out that even a very generous estimate of pion-condensation effectr
does not put the theory in conflict with this single number. We do not know whether
this would hold true, for example, for extensions of theories of the Lee-Wick type tc
neutral nuclear matter. In any case, in some of the models we have considered therr
are predictions of neutron star properties that could be tested at such time as onll
very rough observational data are obtained on the masses and radii of neutron stars

Thus, in time astrophysics will probably yield real data (or at least some limitr
on various possible kinds of absurd behavior) on high-density nuclear matter. Con
versely, if heavy-ion reactions can be analyzed in arry way to give more informatior
about the state of nuclear matter up to twice nuclear density (assuming that they dc

not yield up some spectacular new form of matter), this will be of great value to tht
development of the theory fÒr even higher density, which must be pursued for tht
astrophysical applications.

Many nuclear and particle physics questions that arise in calculating an equa.
tion of state for pion-condensed matter will not be settled for some time. The critica
density for the phase transition has been estimated to be anything from nuclear den,

sity to four times nuclear density, depending on detailed theoretical assumptions
The equation of state above the critical density is much more difficult to calculatt
than the critical density itself. Thus there is not now, nor will there soon be, an au.
thoritative equation of state.

What we did was to take a fairly primitive form of pion-condensation theory
basically that of Sawyer and Scalapino,l with some additions and deletions. Thir
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Figure 2.

gives a generous estimate of the effects of pion condensation, more generous than
that which would be estimated from the work of Brown or of Baym reported in this
volume. The purpose of the calculation is to put a bound on the potential effects of
pion condensation; we do not claim that our results are definitive.

I shall not discuss the details of the model. It gives a critical density, for forma-
tion of a pion-condensed phase, of slightly above nuclear density. In the calculation
of an equation of state we begin with an equation of state for neutron matter alone,
in the presence of ordinary nuclear forces, and then add a pion-condensation term
(which depends much less strongly on the details of the nuclear wave function). For
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Figure 3.

the background equation of state we chose either of two due to Pandharipande.2
Neutron star models based on these equations of state (without pion condensation)
have been constructed by Baym, Pethick, and Sutherland.s

Pandharipande's equation of state (z) is for pure neutron matter; the one he
designates as (c) includes some hyperons in the higher-density regions. We shall refer
to the equation of state built on (z) plus pion condensation as (n');thatbuilt on (c) plus
pion condensation as (c'). For the discussion of the results I shall refer to figures
from the paper of Hartle, Sawyer, and Scalapino.a

In Figure I we show the energy per baryor, t¿, âs a function of the baryon den-
sity ficr the model (n'). The flattening and slight dip at small p in the plot of e¿ against
p is the effect of pion condensation.

In Figure 2 we show the same plot for the model (r'). Here we note that e¿ be-
comes negative at high densities, with a minimum at about six times nuclear density.
Thus this model predicts bound nuclear matter at very high density (as does the
theory of Lee and Wick).
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M/Mo

Figure 6.

Figure 3 shows the pressure as a function of energy density, e, for the (n') mode
(solid curve) and the (n) model (dashed curve). Since the calculation of pressure
through differentiation of energy, gave a dip in the region of low density, the Max
well equal area construction dictates a substantial density discontinuity at a particu
lar pressure (=0.5 MeV/fma) in the equation of state, and a corresponding densit''
discontinuity at some radius (quite near the surface for a massive star) in the neutror
star built from this equation of state.

Figure 4 (solid line) shows the equation of state P(e) for the (c') model. In lint
with FigureZ,we terminate the curve at t:1000 MeV/ftñ, the point of maximun
binding, at which the pressure is zero. The dashed curve is the prediction of mode
(c) without pion condensation. If we builld a star from matter obeying this equatior
of state (c') we will find that the lowest energ"y configuration with a given number o
baryons begins with some very dense matter at the core, with the density declinin¡

1.0

o

H
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fo 1000 MeV/fmr at the surface. This star will have a superdense surface, which
could lead to interesting surface phenomena.

If the model (c') were correct, nuclei of any size greater than some minimum
could exist in this state. An agglomeration of nuclear matter as big as, say, a golf
ball, would be stable. Clearly if there is a single branch of the mass-radius relatìon
for a neutron star in this model, it will lead to R-0 at M-\,in great contrast to the
usual situation of increasing ,R for decreasing M.

mass-radrus relatron resultrng trom solving t
Volkoffequations for model (C) are shown in Figure 5. The curve on the left, pass-
ing through the origin, is the prediction of model (c'). The curve labeled BPS is the
result o'f-model(c) as calculated by Baym,. Pethick;and Sutherland. The-nr¡rnbers
along the cr:rves refer to central density. The point af zera slope at the top of the
curves is the point of trarsition to instability to gravitational collapse. We see that for
the most massive neutron stars there is only a 25Vo or so reduction in radius due to
pion condensation, and that the maximum mass is not greatly reduced. Flowever,
smaller-mass neutron stars are very different in the two models.

Figure 6 shows the moment of inertia predictions for model (e') compared with
those for the BPS model. For the larger stars we see that there is no drastic decrease
in the moment of inertia.
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58 ASTROPHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS OF PION CONDENSATION

Figure 7 shows the mass-radius relation for the (n') equation of state (in whict
there is no bound neutral nuclear matter at superhigh densities). The sotid curvef
on the right are in a domain of instability. In this case the radius of the stable starr
increases with decreasing mass, as in the usual theories, and the reduction ofradi:
and of moment of inertia due to pion condensation is less, for the heavier stars, thar
in the (c') model. Flowever, the large density discontinuity in the stars, which wal
responsible for the complex l1(R) relationship, mav lead to interesting mechårical
properties which could be related to observable phenomena.
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, Round Table Discussion

A blue ribbon panel was convened for a round table discussion of speculative
properties and applications of heavy isomers, abnormals, superheavies, etc. Partici-
pants were O. Chamberlain, M. Goldhaber, L. Frand, A. Turkevich, and G.H. Vine-
yard,and L. Lederman was chairman of the session. Since they had been encouraged
to indulge their fancies thoroughly, presuming that what resulted would be no *ã."

recorder that had been taking down the rest of the talks. Accordingly, it was turnãd
off. The following summary has been pieced together from the editors' recollection of
the discussion.

Vineyard noted that superdense nuclei might well be the basis for a new energTv-
producingreactor in which abnormal nuclei would grow heavier byswallowing .tã,r-
trons while releasing large amounts of binding energy. It is to be hoped thát this
would be a "breeder" reactor, in which the swollen nuclei would eveniually fission,
and the fragments could start growing all over again.

Some of the more timorous participants were concerned that, once started, one
of these abnormals might not stop until it contained all matter. It was pointed out,
however, that the Lee-Wick theory indicates that 108 or 10s of them have already
been produced on the moon, and that the moon is still there, albeit with large holes.

ft was decided that abnormals are probably not responsible for the Schein
cosmic-ray events, since those had a great many T rays instead of the flood of z''s ex-
pected from collisions of abnormals.

It is possible that abnormals should have been produced in the usual stellar
process of element formation, but that depends on how much more massive they are
than normal nuclei.

Chamberlain agreed that heavy abnormal states were worth looking for, but
warned against looking too specifically in regions suggested by the Lee-Wick theory
or any particular theory. Rather, we should think of ways to conduct a very general
search for new phenomena at high densities. He noted that Buford Price and his col-
laborators have a potentially powerful tool in their etched Lexan detectors, but
warned that people would be suspicious of a new technique. He thought a more
conservative approach might be to combine conventional instruments such as the
magnetic spectrometer, pulse-height indicator, and time-oÊflight meter to measure
charge and mass for individual particles.

In the ensuing discussion, there was general agreement that one should look for
a broad range of possible abnormal phenomena. Lederman noted that 5 years ago
he had taken part in a discussion about the possibility of using the CERN ISR fãr
U+U collisions to see what new phenomena might be produced.

Hand led offa discussion of ways to detect abnormal events, suggesting pion
jets as an indicator of central collisions, even though Siemans e*pecis th"* io go
away at high energ'y. (Lederman noted that experimental techniques would be
found - the AGS was built when the cloud chamber was the most sophisticated de-
tector available.) Goldhaber noted that Heckman's central collision events did not
look like those predicted by Greiner, but that this might be because the target was
moving with a speed of only 0.1 Mach.
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

Turkevich pointed out vast possibilities for chemistry if superheavy elements
exist, extending the periodic table by a factor of 10 or more. In particular, one might
expect much more continuous changes in chemical properties from element to ele-
ment than one finds now. If such materials could bemass produced, they would offer
the possibility of custom tailoring materials with specified properties. As an example,
he pointed out the search for a high temperature superconductor, which has been
limited by the discontinuous chemical properties of existing elements.
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Search for Stable Strange Nuclei

JorrN P. Scurrrsn
Argonnc Nationøl Løboratory, Argonnz, Illinois 60439

and
Uniaersiþ of Chicago, Chícøgo,Illìnais 6M37

The purpose of this talk is to examine the evidence for the existence of strange
,stable nucleiin the region-indieated-in Figure l- Onds first -reaetisn is-tåalif suelr- - -
nuclei existed in nature we would have seen them. I think this is wrong, that in fact
we can set only poor limits. Mass spectroscopy comes to mind first; a comparison of
chemical and physical methods should set a limit on strange isotopes. Table I shows
that this limit is not very low. If one could tell mass spectroscopists to look for an
anomalous isotope with a specific mass, one could get a better limit (- 10-e), but
this is not practical since we have no idea what the mass should be.

Table 1

Limit on Strange Isotopes From Atomic Weights Determined by Chemical Techniques

Example:zoeBi
Physicalvalue: 208.980401
Chemical value: 208.976

Would imply a concentrali6n 6f r66Bi (with mass - 150) of Q 6 X 10-s

Binding of normal nuclei

Range explorable by neutron capture

.10
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û)õ20
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Figure 1.
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Table 2

Estimate of Neutron Capture by Collapsed/Abnormal Nuclei

Assui.¡puoN: Level density high compared with thermal energies (D<<25 MeV)
(a) Pion emission possible: f >>D

Contribution of one resonance is

. n føf",¿ 4n ln¡oi: 
k2 \z/4= krç, r:l n*r"

- (1vhe1e ls:caPture width and frr:neuton width).
Now sum ovéi álf ièionances with I Eo I = 

(f )e" ,

o- ì oñ+þ¿t=?r,*
(b) Only radiative capture possible, but since more energy is available than in norma

nuclei: f")f" with f (D
This reduces to the s¿une answer:

o - ?Tlrù"" '-kz D

Best estimate for ln/D is =k/f,(wherel: lÆm@T-n+V>l:ä (Porter et al3)with Z per
haps l0 times larger than normal Ñclei.'Thid yields

(f,) 4n
¿- =1.6X tO-s or o"=@-I0-21 crnz -

N.B.: In normal nuclei where capture (fission) is "open" channel (fr)f"), as in heavy nuclei
oc=10-22 to 10-21cm2.

Table 3

Reactor Experiment With Carbon

Neutron flux
Efficiency ¡ solid angle
Observable rate (8, ) 30 MeV)
Assumed cross section
Limit of observable sample

In graphite sample: -1024 atoms
Concentration: ã10-r+

+-3X 1013 n/cmz-sec
O¡e-0.4X 10-o
No-2¡ lO-a/sec

o"-lQ-21 .^z
No/ þ /A / e /oc- 1010 atoms

As with quarks or magnetic monopoles, one would like to have an easily identi.
fiable property for these anomalous nuclei. When Bodmerl suggested collapsed nu.
clei about twoyears ago, I thought about this problem, and the best I could come uI
with is the thermal-neutron capture cross section. The expectations are outlined ir
Table 2. Equipment developed by Bollinger, Thomas, and Specht at Argonne
seerned ideally suited for this purpose, and a measurement they carried out abou:
two years ago on carbn is outlined in Table 3.

The equipment used is shown in Figures 2 and,3. A restriction placed on tht
ratio of energy deposition in the inner and outer scintillators (C/A>l/2) reducec
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Figure 3. CP-5 reactor at Argonne.

the background to -l ct/hr, as shown in Figure 4. An experiment lasting about a
week yielded the results shown in Figure 5. The limits from these data lead to the
value quoted in Table 3.

Perhaps a better candidate for such a measurement is radon, and by using the
residue of xenon production we hope to make such a measurement with Friedman
and Turkevich. This is outlined in Table 4.

Finally I would like to present some numbers on estimates of production of
strange nuclei on the lunar surface in Table 5. This is a very low concentration, but
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Table 4

A. CnenecrERlsrlcs:
Needed Radon has

i. A > 2æ A=220; 2-86
ii. Known chemistry Noble gas
iii. Easy to collect from large sample Like Xe, most primordial Rn should be in atmo-

sphere, though depletedby 104

iv. Has no stable or long-lived isotope Longest-lived isotope has r-3.8 days

Xenon processed for radon -2 X 10a liters
Air sample processed for Xe -0.2 km3
Atoms in air sample 1034

Detectable level 1010 atoms

Limit one could set for concentration in air: t0-24

Assumptions
i. Almost all terrestrial primordial radonlike atoms are in atmosphere.
ii. Radon is lost from atmosphere at same rate as xenon.

Limit one could set on primordial concentration in terrestrial material: 2X 10-31

Table 5

Production of Abnormal/Collapsed Nuclei on Moon

Abundance of elements with z4 > 150
Flux of cosmic rays with r4 >150, E>-l GeY/A
Fraction of first interactions leading to A/C state
Concentration on surface
Volume concentration, 1-m-deep mixing

complete mixing

-3X 10-+

-SXlQa/çm2/l0s yr
10_5

I f cmz (106/cmz)x
10-25 (10-1e)
10-31 (10-25)

*Values in parentheses are based on the assumption that Si on Fe could produce these nuclei.

Table 6

Capture by Tightly Bound Matter in Stan

^1-Pnocnss
Integrated flux -1027 n/cmz
Temperature -108 

oK-+ oç-l0-23 cm2
Time 108 yr, sufficient for B decay

þxo":l04 captures

But suppose these nuclei fission long before they reach A=LU
i. Fission after 100 captures:

27oo - 1030-fold increase in such nuclei
ii. Fision after 1000 captures:

21o - 1000-fold increase

R-Pnocpss
Integrated flux -1034 n/cmz
Temperature 10e 'K-+ oc=3\Io-2a çnir2

Time 10 to 100 sec, not sufficient for B decay

óX o": 1010 captures

(Conclusion: this process is not likely to form A/C)
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it is possible that stellar processes could lead to a large enhancement, as shown in
Table 6. Consider in particular the S-process, in which neutron capture is slow
enough for B decay to take place. Here all depends on when fission is likely to occur,
and very substantial yields from a few such nuclei could obtain.
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Search for Ultradense Nuclei in Collisions
of GeY /Nucleon Ar + Pb

P.B. Pnrcn
Unioersitj of Cøliforniø øt Brkelq, Berlwley Caffirnia 94720

We divide the task of creating abnormal nuclear states into two phases. First,
we use the Bevalac to determine the optimum conditions for attaching high-energy
heavy projectiles to héãvy taagèf nuclèi, usîng Leiân plaStiC trâck deteCtois to idéñ-
tifr heavy recoils ejected along the beam directiorr. Second, we measure some prop-
erty of such high-Z products that would indicate whether some of them could be
stable ultradense nuclei. With Owen Chamberlain we might, for example, measure
their mass defect with a combination of time-of-flight, magnetic analysis, charge,
and range determinations. Or we might expose them to thermal neutrons and look
for high-energy ganìma rays from (2,7) reactions.

In our first experiment, using 5X10s Ar ions of initial energ'y 1.62 GeY/
nucleon on a 5-cm-thick Pb target, John Stevenson and I have found no events with
Z=Zt as of the half-way stage in our analysis.

Figure I is a sketch showing our system for detecting and determining the
charge of high-Z nuclei that recoil out of the Pb target. A stack of 1000 Lexan
sheets, of total thickness 25 cm, is placed directly downstream from the Pb brick.

Pb

F-5cm
Lexan plastic detectors

25

2..............-..-....-305 306 307.-..-....................10m

Figure 1.
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ULTRADENSE NUCLEI IN COLLISIONS OF AT+Pb

Those Ar ions that emerge from the Pb without a nuclear interaction (-50% of
them) have an energy of 1.1 1 GeV/nucleon; those that penetrate the 25 cm of Lexan
without an interaction (- l2%) emerge with an energy of 0.65 GeV,/nucleon. Lexan
does not record tracks of relativistic particles with Z 

= 
60 and records tracks of Ar

ions only in their last -1 mm of range. Tracks of highly ionizing particles are made
visible by etching the Lexan in a strong solution of sodium hydroxide for several
days at 40"C. Each track shows up as a pair of etch pits at opposite sides of a sheet.
The length of an etch pit pe. uñit erctr the square of
the ionization rate. From a series of microscopic measurements of etch pit lengths
one can determine the charge of the particle to within one unit of Z. One can selec-

tivety ioðate tracks of eventl with Z >IB by choosing thè ètch timè Só-thàt át the
end of their range the etch pits from opposite sides are connected in the form of a
constricted cylinder. One can spot these holes by passing ammonia gas through the
holes onto blueprint paper.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of ranges in the Lexan stack of recoils with
Z-20,26,32,36,52, and 100, calculated by assuming completely inelastic transfer
of the appropriate number of nucleons from a Pb nucleus to an Ar projectile. Some
of the high-Z recoils will undergo a nuclear interaction before coming to rest. The
velocity, range, and interaction probability decrease rapidly with increasing Z, as

seen in Table 1.

Figure 3 shows our results thus far. The solid curve gives the number of nuclei
with 14 

= 
Z 

= 
1B that come to rest per Lexan sheet (0.025 cm thick). The yield is

surprisingly high in view of the observation by Heckman and co-workers of a Gaus-
sian momentum distribution in the rest frame of the interacting projectiles. What we
see is a continuous non-Gaussian tail extending to extremely large momentum
losses, populating the velocity regime between that of the target and that of the
projectile.

The dashed curve in Figure 3 gives the numberof nuclei with Z > lB thatcome
to rest per sheet, detected by the ammonia process. The etch time was chosen such
that the efficiency for detecting Ar was -10-3. Nevertheless, the vast majority of

Table 1

Limits on Production of High-ZNuclear States
(with r à10-ro sec at 1.1J Er"¡ 51.6 GeV/nucleon)

6B

Fraction Eventual
Fraction stopping Detection surviving upper limit

in Lexan efficiency interactions on o, nb

Present
Iimit

on o, nb

1B

26
32
36
52

100
(AraPb)

supposedly none
0.8
0.5
0.36
0.07
0.008

<<0.01
-0.8

1

1

1

1

-0.06
-0.4
-0.6
-0.7

0.96
1

50
40
45

180
1500

tio
BO
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5101520
Lexan thickness (cm)

Figure 2. Range distribution of some inelastic recoils.

to4x7

6

051015n25
Lexan thickness (cm)

Figure 3.

these events are Ar. We have found less than ten with Z- 19 or 20 and none with
z= 2t.

Table 1 indicates the upper limits on cross section for production of hígh-Z
ejecta. The number varies somewhat with charge but is of the order of 10-31 cm2
now and will perhaps go down to 5 X 10-32 cm2 in a few weeks, assuming that no
high-Z events are found.
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70 ULTRADENSE NUCLEI IN COLLISIONS OF AT+Pb

One of the conclusions reached at this meeting is that 1 GeV/nucleon may br

so high an energ-y that a shock wave is unlikely to be initiated in a nucleus-nucleur
collision. We intend in the spring of 1975 to use lower bombarding energies (prob
ably -560 MeV/nucleon), a higher flux of Ar ions, and if possible a beam of'K:
ions, to continue our attempts to produce high-Z nuclei that may possibly be ultra
dense. We can probably detect such events at a production cross section as low as l0-3:
Cr"(.Þg!,{ r"der opti-al cond þCy rr. i"¿gd thrt ht.d t iy{
be very difficult to design experiments that can establish whether they have norma
or abnormal dènsity.



Ultrahigh Momentum Transfer Scattering
of Protons by Heavy Nuclei*

Lewnrxcn E. Pnrcn
Columbia Uniaersitlt, New Torþ Neu Torle 10027

L.M. Lederman and I are doing an experiment at Fermilab in the hope of get-
ting an early look at the products of high energy uranium-uranium collisions. Lee
and- Wick have suggested such eollisions, with the p-roje-ctile having arr eaerg.y -of
about 1 GeV/nucleon, as a favorable way of testing their suggestion of abnormal
high-mass nuclear states. Other suggestions have also been made of possible stable
super-heavy states that might be made this way.

Our thesis is that it just might be possible to produce the needed high energy
uranium nucleus by hitting the uranium at rest with a 300-GeV proton at Fermi-
lab. The rebounding uranium would then go on to hit another uranium in the same
target and, one hopes, thus produce something new. The search for production of
abnormals could then be done with high sensitivity simply by putting a block of
uranium in a quiet beam stop for, say, a year.

But in order to make an experiment out of this, it is necessary to know the flux
of high energy uraniums. This involves a calibration experiment, and it is the latter
that we are currently doing. This is, of course, an interesting experiment in its own
right, since it requires avery large momentum transfer to the nucleus, which must
recoil elastically. In order to do a sensitive experiment, we are using dielectric track
detectors, like those Buford Price has just described, but ours are synthetic fused
silica instead of Lexan. The insensitivity of these detectors to lightly ionizing radi-
ation allows them to be put into the proton beam without recording the protons.
They have a threshold in Z of about 15.

A simple version of the setup, with a sheet of lead, and with three sheets of sil-
ica downstream and three upstream of the target for background determination, is
currently about to be exposed to 106 protons at Fermilab. Results from this prelim-
inary exposure will be used to design a more elaborate apparatus, with a large num-
ber of silica sheets for good range measurement and an ultimate exposure of 1018 or
101e protons.This will give a sensitivity for the recoil process of about 10-41 cm2.
Thus, we are making a sensitive search for high momentum-transfer scattering, and
perhaps providing away to observe high energy uranium-uranium collisions.

*Research supported by the National Science Foundation.
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The Bevalac, a High-Energ"y Heavy-Ion Facility -
Status and Outlook

H.A. GnuNonn
Lawrence Berlceþt Laboratory, B erknþt, Caffimia 94720

The very stimulating preceding discussions left it quite clear that experimen.
tal work in this new field is urgently needed. This state of affairs is most encouraging
fur'an aecelerator group in the proeess of developing the very beams needed I shaL
describe what LBL has done, is doing, and could do with appropriate planning anc
support.

The high-energy heavy-ion facility commonly referred to as the Bevalac is ¿

synchrotron with a Bp o19000 kc-in. or 230 kG-m having special injectors. As Fig-
ure 1 shows, the synchrotron has three injectors. The 50-MeV proton injector, origi.
nally from the BNL AGS, is a tool left over from the high-energy high-intensity days

of that productive synchrotron. The 20-MeV linac is a proton linac designed so con
servatively that it was possible to accelerate modest but useful beams of 12C,14N, anc
160 as well as deuterons and a particles in the 2BÀ mode. This was accomplished ir
197t.

After our first trials, a suggestion made earlier by A. Ghiorso to inject from thr
SuperHrrec into the synchrotron was actively pursued. It should be explained wh¡
the SuperHILAc as injector to the Bevatron is a reasonable linkup. Heavy-ion linacr
are expensive; hence, if a proper linac exists near by, it is advisable to make use of it
The SuperHILAc can accelerate particles with a minimum e (e - ch arge/rnass) of 0.01

in the tank prior to a stripper and e:0.167 in the tank following the stripper. Thr
acceptance of these relatively low charge states, with a judicious choice of othe:
parameters, assures very high instantaneous beam fluxes - several microamperes o:

the heaviest ions up to several milliamperes of the lower-mass ions. Furthermore an(
most importantly, the Supernrrac has a built-in macroscopic duty cycle (ignorin¡
the 70-MHz rf structure) of 25 to 50Vo. The highest duty factor can be obtaine<
when e is much larger than the minimum because then the electric gradient is mucl
lower than the maximum.

If one keeps in mind that for injection purposes in our synchrotron a duty cy
cle of <1% is required, then it becomes apparent that a happy marriage can indeec
be accomplished. The SuperurlAc operates with up to 36 pulses/sec, and it i
planned to divert one pulse/sec into the transfer line connecting the Superrure<
with the Bevatron. One pulse in 4 to 6 sec goes to the Bevatron; the others are use(
to facilitate tuning.

Another very important factor is the injection system at the Superurrec. Thr
final element is a 750-kV air-insulated Cockcroft-Walton used for ionswith e > 0.15
This low-voltage injector is adequate up to mass 40. For higher masses, a larger po
tential is needed to produce the injection velocities required by the first linac cav
ity. For this a 2.5-MV, compressed-gas-insulated, shunt-fed Cockcroft-Walton (ofter
called a dynamitron) is used.
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Developments at CERN

G. Coccoxr
Organkatian Européenn¿ þour lø Recherche Nucl,éøire, Geneuø, Suitzdond

-Ät OERN-ã gioup belönging to tTre?rÕïo-rsynelrrÕtro-nDivisiorispreparin¡
a proposal for a two-year study on polarized beam and light-ion acceleration in th
PS (the final draft wilt be ready at the beginning of 1975). Injection into the PS o

these particlesisbecoming compatible with that of ordinary'protons beeause; withir
ayeat or so, completion of the new linac wrll leave free the 50-MeV linac that is nou

feeding protoru into the PS. Another incentive for this project is that at CERN thert

is the possibitity of transferring the particles accelerated in the PS to the intersectin¡

storage rings (ISR) and eventualty to the 400-GeV superconducting PS. This en

larges considerably the scope of the experimental program. In Table 1 are given thr

luminosities at present considered realistic for the PS and the ISR for fully strippec

nuclei. No plans have yet been made for the acceleration of heavy ions. If approve(

soon, the project could lead to usable beams before 1980-

Table 1

Luminosity of Fully Stripped Nuclei in PS and ISR

Accelerated
particle

PS
({28q/e GeV) ISR [equiv. lab,E'( 2000(q / e)2 / A GeY]

Oi¡¿, CffI2 Particles/pulse Luminosity,cm-25ss-1 Interaction rate, sec-

p+

î
d.

160

10-25.ã
10-25.5
l0-24.5
l0-24

1012.5

1010

10e'5

10e

1 031

t027
1026

t025

105.5

101.5

101.5

101

tPresent performance.
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Heavy-I on, A> 200, Acceleration in the AGS

K. Pnnr.sc eivo A. vex Smr,r¡ERcEN
Broolchøam Nationnl Laboratory, Upton, Neu Torle 11973

ABSTRACT

Acceleration in the AGS of -10e heavy ions per sec, with mass number A>200,
to kinetic energies of 1 ( T¡t110 GeV/nucleon is feasible without modification of
basic AGS subsystems by using a (surplus) fâst cycling synchrotron as a booster ring.
This booster is required in order to obtain the fully stripped ion state, since partially
stripped ion acceleration in a slow rise-time accelerator is impractical because of ex-
treme vacuum pressure requirements. The fast cycling feature of the booster is es-
sential in reducing transmission losses associated with electron capture or loss during
acceleration and is beneficial in increasing the exit beam intensity.

INTRODUCTION

Stimulated by the results of T.D. Lee's recent theoretical workl (in collabora-
tion with G.C. Wick) implying the possible formation of abnormal nuclear states in
collisions of very heavy ions, ..4 >200, with single-beam primary energies of Z¡y) I
GeV/nucleon, a study has been made of Hg-U acceleration in the AGS,z of which
the results are reported here in condensed form.

In order to delineate directly the maximum energy capability of various accel-
erators the relationship between a particle's magnetic rigidity and its kinetic energ"y
for various e (:q/A) ratios is useful (Figure 1). Figure I also indicates the relevance
of the present study with regard to the eventual capabilityof the Bevalac (LRL) ac-
cèlerator, since with a Bp value of 23 Tm (Bevatron) a kinetic energy of -2 BeY /
nucleon* could be reached only when using the fully stripped ion state (e - 0.4 for
Hg, e=0.38 for U), which is not achievable with the Bevalac heavy-ion injector.

Because of the very active ongoing particle physics program using the 30-BeV
proton beam from the AGS, the constraint was adopted that no significant change
in any of the AGS subsystems would be acceptable in order to accelerate heavy ions
in the AGS. An examination of the simplest accelerator combination, i.e., a Van de
Graaff-AGS system, indicated that with a source comprising a 0.l-emA, 1;6+, 10-
MV single-stage Van de Graaff unit, a beam output from the AGS could be 10e

particles/sec, IJ22+, TySZ BeY / N; however, even for an e-r particle transmission
ratio (due to electron capture or loss in the accelerator) a vacuum pressure of
12X10-11 Torr would be required, in addition to significant complexities of the rf
acceleration system, since a frequency "swing" of a factor of -4}would be involved.
Alternatives involving a tandem stage as an AGS heavy-ion injector were ruled out
for similar reasons. Subsequently, a more detailed study of ion electron capture or

*Suggested optimum energy before this meeting.
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Figure 1. Magnetic rigidity versus particle energy.

electron loss cross sections versus particle energy for various ion charge states led to
the following approach for achieving heavy ions,,4 > 200, T¡¡). 2 GeY /N, intensity

-10e ions/sec: (a) Use fully stripped ions in the slow rise-time (=sec) large Bp ac-
celerator, (b) obtain the fully stripped state ion (for U with E > 100 MeV/"nf ) with
a fast rise-time booster synchrotron, and (c) use the highest charge state in the
booster (commensurate with a seasonable magnitude of the pre-accelerator stage) in
order to sustain minimum transmission loss in the booster for a given vacuum pres-
sure. The further justification for this approach will become evident below"

PARTICLB LOSS DURING ACCELERATION

Ion collisions with the rest gas molecules within the accelerator vacuum enve-
lope lead to capture or loss of one or more electrons and consequently to loss of orbit
stability in the accelerator and therefore result in particle loss during the accelera-
tion process. In simplified form:

10
9
I
7

6

5

+

- - (r Ullt, ElIg63+) -

ffi
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Table I

Pre-accelerator-Booster-AGS System

Specul
sour

source

post strip
interrsity
emit.

Boosrrn

Sounce:_--,..
equiv. volt. MV r0.B

238U

11+
I
30+
O 4w tO-3
l5,tr

"old CEA"
0.50
0.0325
306
3
(4.6¡ too¡
2.1 X 10e

15

236.4
1.03-13.56
24
n/B-1.75
I x 10-s
100
(0.i5e)
BX Iæ
92+
4'B x lot
l5nx9n

0.428
+49
I
4
1.5 X 10e
1.2 ¡ 16rr
1

1.9-2.5

-75
2.5-4.2
avail.
t2
1.3 x 10-s
1.3 X 10e

l'3 x tot
2

10.8
238Ut

l1+
I
30+
fì4r2 1ô-3
15r

"old CEA"
0.50
0.0325
306
3
(4.6¡ too¡
2.1 X 10e

15

236.4
1.03- 19.71

24
r/B-r
I X 10-ro
260
0.759
Bx 108

92+
6.4x toa
0.9øX5.5ø

0.622
752
I
4
4.1X 10e

3'9x tott
t.25

2.8-4.2
avail.
t2
1 x to-t
3.7 x tos
4.6x 10e

2

l0.B
238IJ

ll+
I
30+
fì4rzlfl-3
15n

"new CEA"
0.50
0.0325
459
3

(3.4¡ t9o¡
2.1X 10s

30
205.0
1.41-18.57
24
r/B-tr
1 X 10-e
100

0.669
Bxlog
92+
4'B x l08
l.5nx9r

o.428
449
I
6
2.3 x r0'
1'2 x l ott
I
1.9-2.5

-75
2.5-4.2
avail.
l2
1'2 x to-t
2.1 x t0s
2.1 ¡ 16s

2

20
238U

11+
I
38+
Oã2rztO-3
Il.2n

"new CBA"
0.925
0.M4
+94
3
(2.5 ¡ tOs¡
1.BX l0e
30
235.8
t.92-24.62
24
¡/B-r
3'B x lo-t
200
0.765
7x10s
92+
5'6x tot
l.l¡X-6.5n

0.s66
650
1

6
2'7 *ton
2.8 X l0rr
r.25

2.5-4.2
avaiI.
t2
0.7 x t0-z
2.4xloe
3xtOs
2

4
238U

11+
1

2o+
fì 97 :¿ I O-3

25r

"old CEA"
0.184
0.020
279
2
(2.5¡tos; (-)
1.5¡ lQs l.BX
rs 30
236.+ 235.8
0.63-13.56 t.9-2,
24 24
n/B-2.5 ø/B-,l
5 X l0-ro 3.8 X
100 200
(0.75e) 0.765
5X108
92+ 92+
3X lOa

3.4nX9¡¡

ron
q

emA
q

eA
¡rrad-m

MeV/amu

gauss
turns
particles/pulse
particles/pulse
Hz
KV
MHz
h

øt
Torr
MeV/amu
tesla
particles/cycle
q

particles/cycle
¡lrad-m

gauss
turns
cycles
particles/pulse
particles/pulse
cps
MHz
KV
MHz
KV
h
Torr
particles/pulse
particles,/sec
GeV/amu

0.429
449
I
4

I
l.e
238u

38+

no str
n^ âfl

no dil

ttnew

0.924
0.04+
494

0.566
650

z.l-+.
avail.
t2
o.7x:

2

structure
.|..
¡ml

Éioi
Bio¡
ninJ
jf¿pt.
j{"p. 

"¡.rep. rate
Vmaxú
rf
ha'rmonic
accel. range
*D ./¡væ\
Teject.

B-r*
*iâ,,t
post strip.
inten.
emit.
AGS

Ét":
,Bi"j
nirtJ

Ncøpt
l.p. 

"1.rep. rate
rf
Vmaxrf
rf
Vmaxrr
harmonic
*rk D ./¡ væ\
jfut

**'rI orrf

0.9 x r0,
1.2 ¡ lgrr =3 Xt-
t.9-2.5

-75
2.5-4.2
avail.
t2
1.3 x tO-a
Bx tOa

Bxtot
2

*In booster, N / No - I /e ; inAGS, "¡Ø"Àô =0.9.**Maximum value in AGS-12 GeV,/amu, at lower cycling rate.
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Pre-accelerator: Ion source, U, Ç= 11 +, 1 emA, 600 kV Cockcroft-Walton struc-
ture; -10-m section Sloan-Lawrence or helix structure, exit energy -O.75 MeV/
amu.

.. Booster: Reduced radius (-20 mrather than 36 m), "CEA" fast cycling (30 Hz)
synchrotron. Frequency range of system I.7 to Z4ilt'4Hrz, ît-240 kV/turn. Puu"=
4X tO-s Torr. Ion charge state -35. Exit energy -200 MeV/amu.

AGS: Rf requirements within range of existing system. Pu^.- l0-7 Torr (=
pièSent iàIüe). Ion châigè Ètáfe 9T.Eltiàcted beâm eneigy I to 10 GéV/ãrnu. In-
tensity - 10e particles/sec.

CONCLUSIONS

Although a number of facets of the acceleration of very heavy ions, A)200, to
very high energy in the AGS have not been explored here, such as shielding, longi-
tudinal parameters of the heavy-ion beam (the exit beam momentum spread witl be
comparable with present proton-beam momentum spread), possibility of multiple
charge-state acceleration, etc., a basic set of parameters for the acceleration of ions,
A>200, has been arrived at, even though the limited input ofelectron-capture and
electron-loss cross section of very energetic heavy ions in the accelerator rest gas
makes it difficult to determine with precision the accelerator transmission efficiency
or accelerator vacuum pressure requirement. If heavy ions, ,4 >200, with kinetic
energies Þ2 BeY /nucleon are required for experimental verification of possible for-
mation of abnormal nuclear states, or other phenomena requiring the simultaneous
impact of many energetic nuclei, the fast rise-time booster-AGS combinations, as in
dicated here, would constitute a unique facility for heavy-ion acceleration to very
high energies, without compromising the AGS 30-BeV proton physics facility.
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The PPA as a Relativistic Heavy-Ion Accelerator

M¡r.rox G. Wrur¡
Príneeton (Jniuersìty, Prínceton, Neu Jersqt 0854{)

Béfore I sþak ábout the PPA I woùldlike to urç èveryone who is as eicited ar

I am about the possible significance of relativistic heavy-ion research to support thr
Bevalac, the only living example of an accelerator capable of producing very heavl
ions with I to 2 BeY /N energy. With moderate expenditures it should be capable or

accelerating uranium to an energ-y sufficient to test the imaginative suggestion b1

T.D. Lee that nuclei with sufficient density will collapse to a totally new state o
matter. Such nuclei, if found, would have a profound effect on the development o.

fundamental physics and possibly even have areas of practical application.
The various speakers at this workshop reiterated that our present theoretical

understanding of nuclear matter is incapable of predicting with certainty what will
happen when two heavy nuclei collide with relativisticcenter-of-mass energy. Thus
even if abnormal states, in T.D. Lee's sense, are never found, experiments to look fol
them are practically certain to reveal much of great value about nuclear matter.
Most members of this workshop urged that abnormal states, and Greiner's shock
waves, be looked for with whatever ions become available and at energies now, or

soon to be, in hand.
Having made this plea for support of the only operating accelerator capable ol

producing abnormal states of nuclear matter, I will remind you of another existing
accelerator, which, before being closed down for lack of funds, also accelerated iorx
of N, Ne, and Ar to energies close to the presumed optimum of about 500 MeV/"N
in the center-of-mass. The Princeton Particle Accelerator (PPA) managed to exist
for one year after government funding ceased, with the help of private funds, largely
from an anonymous source and the Fannie E. Ripple Foundation. We not only ex'

Table 1

Acceleration of Heavy Ions in the Princeton Particle Accelerator
(as of April 1972)

Charge state .Injection charge
from state after Energy/nucleon,

ion source stripping MeV

Actualcurrent, Predicted*current,
particles/sec at particles/sec at
4 X 10-8 Torr 10-e Torr

N2+
N2+
Ne2+
Ar4+

N5+
No+
Ne6+
Ar12+

279
530
425
293

4xt0z
107

105

10

1.6 X 10e

10e

-107
- 104

*Limited only by current from PIG ion source up to space-charge limit of the PPA. Figures
quoted are for present ion source. See text.
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PHASE I OR II
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Figure I. Proposed booster-injector/heavy-ion storage ring for the PPA.

isted but succeeded in convertingl our 3-BeV proton synchrotron t<i the acceleration
of N, Ne, and Ar.2 The energies and beam currents shown in Table 1 were ion
source limited and with a better source could all run as high as 2 X 1012 particles/
sec, the space-charge limit. At a pressure of 10-e Torr the PPA, because of its 20-Hz
pulse rate (and hence r/+o-sec rise-time) should be capable of accelerating anlt ionin
an1 charge state to the maximum magnetic field without significant beam loss due to
charge changing collisions with the residual gas. This gives the PPA a substantial
advantage over all slow cycling synchrotrons since ion source and stripping prob-
lems become much simpler. For this reason PPA currents should exceed those from
slow machines by nearly a factor of 100.

Before closing down on April g,1972, the beams of N and Ne were used for a
number of experiments, largely in the area of cancer radiation therapy, since that
was the chief interest of our supporting foundation. Some physics experiments were
also carried out. The accelerator is still completely intact and fully operable, though
no doubt some elçctronic components have deteriorated and would require repairs
were we to operate again. Most of the PPA buildings, comprising about 100,000
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square feet, are temporarily occupied by various rent paying activities. The spacr
can be recovered on suitable notice.

The PPA interest in heavy ions goes back to June 1968 when a proposals ficr ¿

high current booster synchrotron was submitted to the AEC. The booster propobec
was a fast cycling synchrotron (75-MeV proton energy) which was also designed t<

accelerate heavy ions to sufficient energy for stripping to moderately high chargr
states. Since the PPA rise-time is only 7¿o second, a lO-e-Jorr vacuum in the mair
ring would be sufficient for efficient acceleration of even partially stripped ions. T<

achieve the maximum energ'y possible obviously requires complete stripping. If car
bon stripping foils are used it is probable that an energy of about 100 MeV/i
would be necessary to fully strip uranium. The plan we proposed was to use thr
booster, on successive cycles, as an accelerator and as a temporary storage ring in thr
following manner (see Figure 1). Uranium ions, accelerated by a 750-keV Cock
croft-Walton, enter the booster as IJ7*. After acceleration to 0.65 MeV,/.Àf the ion,
are extracted, stripped to IJ30+, and injected into the PPA, which accelerates then
to B0 M.eY /N. After extraction and stripping, one hopes, to fJe2*, the ions are nex
stored in the booster, now at its top field, or possibly in a separate dc storage ring
where they are held until the PPA field has been recycled to a low value, whereupor
the ions are extracted from the storage ring, reinjected into the PPA, and given thr
final acceleration to 800 lÙl4:eY /N. The current attainable was estimated at 1 X 101

particles/sec from existing ion sources, but the PPA space-charge limit was calcu
lated to be around 1¡ lgrz particles/sec. The cost in 1968 dollars was estimated a
about 5 million. Needless to say our proposal received little support in view of thr
changing climate for funding of accelerators. IJnfortunately we were regarded a'

competing with elementary particle research; therefore, no support came from tha
community.

In 1973 a group of nuclear physicists from Rutgers, Bell Telephone Labora
tories, University of Pennsylvania, and Princeton looked into the possibility of pur
chasing a2O to 25-MV, heavy-ion, tandem electrostatic accelerator for joint use b'
the four institutions as a nuclear physics research tool. When it was recognized tha
to reach lO-MeV/"¡f uranium ions would definitely require a booster accelerator, i
was natural to consider the PPA as a possibility, even though it was capable of goin¡
to far higher energ"y. A fairly detailed study was made of the PPA as a high quality
medium energ'y, heavy-ion accelerator. Our conclusions were that with care an en
ergy spread of AE/E- 10-a or better could be achieved, and beam currents, usin¡

present-day ion sources, of 1010 to 1011 particles/sec for most ions appeared wel
within reach. These properties are thus quite suitable for most proposed low energy
heavy-ion nuclear research. In a separate study we also examined the feasibility o
using the 20 to 25-MeV tandem to reach the highest possible uranium energy. Ir
brief, we found that starting with U- at ground potential and stripping three tirner

before injection we could reach IJ55+ with an attenuation of 5 X 10-9. Alternatively
starting with U6+ in the 20-MV terminal and stripping three times also yields U53r
with an attenuation of 5 X 10-s. The final PPA U54+ energ"y is about 510 MeV/"N
The estimated intensities are about 6X tOz particles/sec/p'A of U- and 1X 10rt

particles/sec/mA of U6+ in the two cases, respectively. To reach 800 MeV /N fo,
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uranium would require complete stripping to lJez+. To accomplish this requires
either much better ion sources, much higher tandem voltage, or possibly a double
acceleration in the PPA as proposed by us earlier. A storage ring, as described above,
seerns entirely feasible as a way to use the PPA in a two-step process.

In closing I would like to express my hope that the funding agencies will again
demonstrate their willingness to support pioneering research even at a time when
ecgnomic, societal, and political pressures are all in thg direction of "relevance" to
today's problems and towards immediate payoff. It could be that relativistic heavy-
ion research will be relevant to tomorrow's problems.
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